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Abstract
Redeeming the Time; Patterns of Time Management for
Pastors ofGrowing Churches
by
Samuel John Connell
The study examined the time usage patterns of the pastors of growing
Wesleyan churches and compared them with the time usage patterns of pastors m
plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches. Based on a review ofpastoral theology,
church growth literature, and leadership literature, the study compared time usage
in three major task areas (the prophetic ministry of preaching and teaching, the
priestly ministry of pastoral care, and the kingly ministry of leadership and
administration) as well as in four areas of personal development and self-care:
personal spiritual disciplines, intellectual development, marriage and family, and
physical exercise. Demographic factors were also examined for correlations to
church growth.
Major findings included: (1) the pastors of growing churches worked
significantly more hours per week than did the pastors of plateaued/declining
churches; (2) the pastors of growing churches placed greater emphasis on and give
more time to the pastoral task of leadership; (3) the pastors ofgrowing churches
were significantly younger than the pastors ofplateaued/declining churches; and
(4) growing churches were significantly larger than plateaued/declining churches.
While this study was conducted among pastors of the Wesleyan
denomination, it is hoped that the conclusions of this research may have
application to other settmgs as well.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
Introduction
My to-do list is my constant companion. Although it appears to be just a
benign yellow legal pad sitting on the comer ofmy desk or tucked mto my
briefcase, it demands my constant attention. Listed there are the tasks I must
complete m my week ofministry: those things which absolutely must get done. In
an average week that list will contain two sermon preparations, worship planning,
the names of several people who need pastoral attention of some kind, staff
concerns, committee meetings, correspondence, and numerous administrative
tasks. Often a ftineral or a wedding or special event is added to the mix. It usually
feels like more than I can possibly accomplish, and as a result many weeks find me
feeling like the proverbial circus performer who is frantically trying to keep too
many plates spinning.
The time crunch I feel is further complicated by the fact that there are many
important and valuable tasks that are not urgent enough to get on my to-do list:
long-term planning and visioning I could be doing, books I could be reading, notes
of encouragement I could be writing, people I could be equipping, contacts in the
community I could be making. The list of plates to spin is virtually endless and I
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live with the haunting reality that the attention I give to one plate by definition
means I am neglecting another.
I am not alone. Contemporary pastors live with the frustrating reality that
there is always more work to do than there is time to do it. Counseling, preaching,
teaching, leading, administrating, equipping, encouraging, visiting, planning, and
praying are just some of the responsibilities that a pastor is expected to carry out
effectively. All are legitimate. All are important. But pastors are human beings
with limited time and energy, and they simply cannot give full attention to all the
responsibilities that require their attention. More legitimate needs command the
pastor's attention than can possibly be addressed-especially if the pastor is
conscientious about his or her work and desires to see the ministry of the church
expand.
One response to this reality is simply to work harder and longer. As one
pastor of a large and growing church recently said to a group of doctoral students
at Asbury Theological Seminary: "I don't know how you can grow a church in less
than seventy hours a week" (Hinson). Apparently many pastors today would
concur. A recent study showed that 90 percent ofpastors work more than forty-six
hours per week (London and Wiseman 22). But even the pastor who works long
hours each week cannot do everything that could be done. As a result, pastors
must prioritize their ministry tasks. They must decide which tasks they will devote
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themselves to most fully and to which they will give more limited attention. They
must decide which plates they will spin.
The plate-spinning decision is a difficult one to make due to the validity of
numerous pastoral tasks, varying congregational expectations, and the divergence
of opinions from the "experts" as to which pastoral tasks are most important. As a
result, many pastors live with a measure of uncertainty about the shape their time
usage should take. Jackson Carroll writes: "They become so busy in so many
activities that it is easy to lose sight of the locus of their responsibilities. They are
responsible not just to laity, not just to their denomination, but to God. And so
pastors sometimes find themselves . . feeling tempted to 'scratch every itch'"
(28).
Time pressures are complicated further by the pastor's need to give
adequate attention to those activities and disciplines that will provide spiritual
growth, intellectual development, marriage and family enrichment, and physical
stamina. These activities are indispensable to the development and nurture of the
pastor as a person. Christian, and minister. In Stephen Covey's terms, they
"sharpen the saw" (288).
Given the numerous legitimate uses of the pastor's time, the setting of
priorities in time usage is obviously a critical skill for the pastor. In a recent study,
pastors, lay leaders, and seminary professors were asked to identify the most
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important managerial competencies for pastors. Out of fifty competencies listed,
the following competency was identified as the second most important: "plan and
use time effectively in setting work priorities" (Boersma 131). The Apostle Paul's
admonition to "redeem the time" (Ephesians 5:16 KJV) is thus a challenging and
important one for today's pastor. It calls us to use our time in a way that most
effectively advances the kingdom of God. Given the many different ways pastors
can invest their time, how do the pastors of growing churches do it?
Context of the Study
This study was conducted among full time Wesleyan pastors who serve in
the United States and Canada. The Wesleyan Church was founded in 1843, and is
a conservative, evangelical denomination that is Arminian in theology. In 1 996,
there were 1660 Wesleyan churches in the United States and Canada, with
123,280 members and average Sunday morning attendance of 158,263.
In 1995 the Wesleyan Church's Department of Evangelism and Church
Growth conducted a study ofNorth American Wesleyan Churches. They studied
Sunday morning attendance trends in all North American Wesleyan churches over
a six year period: 1989-90, 1990-91, 1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94, and 1994-95 (the
Wesleyan Church's fiscal and reporting year begins on June 1 of one year and
concludes on May 3 1 of the following year). This denominational study produced
a list of the 149 Wesleyan churches that grew in at least five of those six years and
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were deemed "growing churches" by The Wesleyan Church. My study was
connected to that study in at least two significant ways. First, my study covered
that same six year time period. Second, it used the denomination's definition of
"growing churches" (i.e. churches that grew in morning worship attendance at
least five of those six years).
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine what pastoral time usage
patterns are most conducive to church growth. In conducting this research, the
following questions were answered, insofar as possible;
Research Question # 1
How many hours per week do the full time pastors of growing Wesleyan
churches devote to their ministry?
Research Question #2
How much time do the full time pastors ofgrowing Wesleyan churches
devote to each of the various types ofpastoral tasks?
Research Question #3
How much time do the fiill time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches give
to activities of personal renewal in the following areas: spiritual disciplines,
intellectual growth, marriage and family, and physical exercise?
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Research Question #4
How do fiill time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches prioritize the
various kinds of pastoral responsibilities in which they engage?
Research Question #5
Do significant differences exist in the time usage patterns and task
prioritization of the fiill time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches vis a vis the
full time pastors of plateaued and declining Wesleyan churches?
Research Question #6
Do selected demographic factors have an impact on the growth of the
church?
Definition of Terms
Pastor
The senior minister or member of the clergy who has primary responsibility
for the local Wesleyan church. The terms pastor and minister are used
interchangeably in this study.
Growing Churches
Growing churches are defined in a way that is consistent with the 1995
Wesleyan Church study ofmorning worship attendance trends. Growing churches
are those that showed gains in morning worship attendance in at least five of the
six years studied (1989-90, 90-91, 91-92, 92-93, 93-94, 94-95).
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Plateaued/declining Churches
These were defined as churches that showed growth in morning worship
attendance in less than three of the six years studied. In addition, no more than
one year of growth could be present in the last three years of the study.
Population and Sample
The pastors who were surveyed for this study were ordained or licensed
ministers serving in the Wesleyan denomination in the United States or Canada.
There were two primary reasons for my selection ofThe Wesleyan Church. First,
it is the denomination in which I serve. I was interested in providing information
that would be helpful to my denomination, and denominational executives in the
areas ofChurch Growth and Ministerial Education both expressed interest in this
study. Second, The Wesleyan Church is a fairly small denomination that can
provide a manageable population.
The population for this study consisted of all ordained or licensed senior
pastors or solo pastors ofWesleyan churches in the United States or Canada who
met four criteria:
Church Size
Sunday morning worship attendance at these Wesleyan churches averaged
between seventy-five and 300 when the time period studied began. A total of 539
churches fell within this size range. Pastors of churches below seventy-five were
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not surveyed because of the likelihood that many would be bivocational, and that
factor would obviously have a major impact on their time usage patterns. Pastors
of churches above 300 in attendance were not surveyed because of the unique time
usage patterns inherent in the larger church setting.
Growing or Plateaued/declining
Churches that qualified as "growing" were determined by the 1995 study
completed by the Department of Evangelism and Church Growth ofThe Wesleyan
Church. Their study analyzed Sunday morning worship patterns over six years
(1989-1995) and resulted in a list of the 149 churches in Canada and the United
States that grew in worship attendance at least five of those six years. Eighty-two
of those churches had attendance between seventy-five and 300, and the pastors of
those churches comprised the population ofgrowing church pastors. Churches
that qualified as "plateaued/declining" were churches that showed attendance
growth m less than three of the six studied years. In addition, no more than one of
their years ofgrowth could be in the last three years of the study. This additional
provision was to account for those churches that may have begun growing in those
last three years and therefore should not have been considered
"plateaued/declining." One hundred forty-four Wesleyan churches between
seventy-five and 300 in Sunday morning attendance qualified as
plateaued/declining.
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Of the 539 churches, then, that had average worship attendance between
seventy-five and 300, eighty-two were in the population as "growing" churches,
144 were in the population as "plateaued/declining" churches, and the remaining
3 1 3 were not included in the population. Those 3 1 3 were churches that were
neither growing consistently enough to be considered "growing" nor m sufficient
decline to be considered "plateaued/declining."
Pastoral Tenure
To ensure that the pastor surveyed was the pastor who was at the church
during at least a majority of its period of growth or plateau/decline, only pastors
who had served that local church for at least three of the six years studied were
included in the study. Pastors who had served the church for two years or less
were eliminated. Pastoral tenure at each of the churches that qualified was
determined by a question m the demographic portion of the survey.
Full Time at the Church
Since the time pressures faced by a bivocational pastor are unique, only
pastors who were full time at the church were included in this study. A question in
the demographic portion of the survey asked the pastors to indicate if they were
bivocational or full time.
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Methodology
This study was a descriptive study utilizing a researcher-designed
questionnaire. Wesleyan pastors that met the above four criteria were thus
included in the population and surveyed. Churches were assigned to one of two
groups ("growing" and "plateaued/declining") according to the criteria listed
above, and survey results from the pastors of these two groups of churches were
compared and contrasted in order to answer the research questions.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation employed in this research was a researcher-designed
questionnaire. The questionnaire was grounded in the literature review and was
designed to facilitate the answering of the six research questions listed above.
The survey consisted of four sections. Demographic information was the
focus of the first section. Each pastor was asked questions about his or her age,
gender, marital status, employment status, number ofyears in pastoral ministry,
number of years at present church, average Sunday morning worship attendance,
education level, location of church, staff size, geographic region, and population
trend of the area. A question asking the pastor to indicate the number of hours
worked in an average week comprised the second section. The third section of the
survey was made up of eight questions asking the pastors to indicate the number of
hours worked weekly on various pastoral tasks. The tasks listed were rooted in the
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findings of the literature review; In addition, the pastor was asked to indicate how
important the time spent on that ministry task is to the effectiveness of his or her
overall ministry. The fourth and final section of the survey asked the pastors to
indicate the number of hours they devoted weekly to activities ofpersonal renewal
and development. A question related to each of the following four areas; spiritual
disciplines, intellectual growth, marriage and family, and physical exercise.
Survey results were tabulated m an attempt to answer the six research
questions posed above.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable of this research is the time usage patterns of the
pastors who were surveyed. The dependent variable is the growth or lack of
growth experienced m Sunday morning worship attendance. This study was an
attempt to discover the relationship between the independent variable (time usage)
and the dependent variable (church growth).
Data Collection
Each pastor in the population was mailed a copy of the questionnaire.
Enclosed with the questionnaire was a cover letter from the researcher explaining
the study, a letter from a denominational executive encouraging participation in the
study, and a self-addressed stamped envelope for their convenience in returning
the completed questionnaire. In order to protect the respondents' confidentiality, a
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separate self-addressed stamped postcard was included on which the respondents
could indicate that they had completed and returned the survey. Two weeks after
the original questionnaires were mailed, a reminder postcard was sent. Thank you
letters were sent to all who responded. Non-responders were dropped from the
study. The answers on the returned questionnaires provided the raw data
necessary for the study.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The study was delimited to pastors in The Wesleyan Church. Since the
governance and culture ofThe Wesleyan Church is certainly a factor in the
pastor's use of time, similar studies in other denominations would need to be
conducted in order to determine generalizability. The study is also delimited to
pastors m the United States and Canada; similar studies in other cultural groups
would be needed in order to determine trans-cultural generalizability.
This study investigated only the pastor's use of time, and did not study
factors behind his or her use of time (e.g. church expectations and governance,
pastor's educational background, personality type, ministry philosophy, etc.). The
study also did not investigate the quality of time that is given to a particular task.
Further, the study relied upon the pastor's own perception of his or her use of time.
The level of accuracy with which pastors perceive and recall their use of time
might vary from pastor to pastor.
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With these delimitations in mind, however, it was hoped that the findings of
this study provide some new insight into the most valuable ways for pastors to use
their limited time. At the very least, it was hoped that this study would raise
productive questions that could be answered with fiirther study.
Significance of the Study.
As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, the issue of time usage is a
critical one for today's pastor. Many demands are placed upon the pastor's time,
and much wisdom is necessary in order to determine how that time can be used
most effectively in service to the Lord and his church. My hope was that this study
can provide some of that wisdom to pastors. The findings fi^om this study will be
used to formulate a series of articles and/or workshops for Wesleyan pastors that
will assist them in the prioritization of their time.
Overview ofDissertation
Chapter 2 anchors this study m the ongoing flow of related research and
literature. The research delves into the literature in three fields: pastoral theology,
leadership theory, and church growth. Chapter 3 shows the design of the study.
Chapter 4 reports the findings of the study. In Chapter 5, findings are summarized
and conclusions are drawn.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Introduction
"The minister's time is one of the most valuable resources in the church. It
is far too valuable to be used casually or randomly. Success, for both the minister
and the church, depends on how effectively the minister's time is used" (Douglass
and McNally 27). While there are many factors that contribute to the growth of a
congregation, there is no doubt that Douglass and McNally have correctly
identified one of the key factors: the pastor's use of time. One noted church
growth expert writes: "The pastor is a major resource for growth in any church.
How he uses his time and energy is a critical factor in the church's growth"
(Sullivan 61). Clearly, the decisions a pastor makes about use of time are among
the most important decisions he or she will make.
These these decisions about time usage are, however, among the most
difficult decisions a pastor will encounter. This difficulty stems primarily from the
numerous roles and tasks for which a pastor is responsible, and the plethora of
time usage possibilities that arise from those roles and tasks. Pastoral ministry is
multi-faceted; there are many important and legitimate areas of responsibility. If
there were only two or three components to the pastoral task, decisions about time
usage would be fairly straightforward. The multiplicity of options available to the
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pastor, however, makes those decisions highly complex. George Bama describes
the pastor's dilemma like this:
The pastor knows what is expected of him: live an exemplary life;
be available at all times to all people for all purposes; lead the church
to grow numerically; balance wisdom with leadership and love; teach
people the deeper truths of the faith in ways that are readily applicable
in all life situations; be a committed family man who demonstrates what
it means to be the spiritual head of the family; a lover of one woman
and a positive role model for children; keep peace with the latest trends
and developments in church life; build significant relationships with
members of the congregation; represent the church in the community;
grow spiritually; and run the church in a crisp, professional, business
like manner without taking on a cold, calculating air. (Pastors 52)
Given the multitude of tasks to which pastors can devote their time, it is
apparent that they must establish time usage priorities. They must decide which
tasks in ministry are most essential and most deserving of the time that is available.
As David Bridges states: "Of all the tasks facing the ordained ministry, none is
more important than the discovery and sustaining ofpriorities which reflect the
gospel we proclaim" (36). This prioritization of tasks involves decisions that are
difficult to make due to the validity of numerous pastoral tasks, varying
congregational expectations, a rapidly-changing culture, and the divergence of
opinions from the experts as to which pastoral tasks are most important. Yet these
are decisions the pastor must make many times every day, and they are decisions
that will to a large extent determine the effectiveness of the pastor's ministry.
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The purpose of this chapter is to determine how the relevant literature
informs the question bemg raised in this study: what pastoral time usage patterns
are most likely to lead to the growth of the congregation? I investigated three
fields of literature. First, the field of pastoral theology was investigated in order to
provide a sound theological basis to this discussion. Pastors must use their time in
a manner that is consistent with the biblically- and theologically-defined nature of
the pastoral task. The second field of literature was church growth theory. Since
this field has added so much to our understanding of dynamics that lead to church
expansion and growth, it is a logical one to consult in trying to determine how
pastors can use their time in a way that will lead to growth. The third area of
literature to be consulted was the relafively new field of leadership literature.
Since pastors do function as leaders in the church, it is likely that some of the
insights gained about time usage patterns ofeffective leaders can also be used in
determining the time usage patterns of effective pastoral leaders.
Pastoral Theology
Theologians and pastors who have reflected on the nature of the pastorate
agree that the issue of time usage and prioritization is a critical one for the pastor
to face. In describing the realities of time pressures in the pastorate. Jay Adams
writes: "Unless the pastor can resolve these matters by getting control of his time
and energies, the pastor will be doomed to a life of unnecessary struggle.
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confusion, and despair" (32). While many factors contribute to the difficulty the
pastor has m making time usage decisions, most scholars point to the unrealistic
nature of congregational expectations as the key factor. Joseph McCabe writes:
"The church expects the impossible from the pastor. Small wonder that men break
under the load, or leave the ministry, or just settle for a very mediocre way of
doing things. "(49). Mark Galli states the matter more humorously: "Pastors are
expected to be Winston Churchill and Mother Theresa, Joan ofArc and Ward
Cleaver. It can give one a headache" (8).
In light of these overwhelming congregational expectations and the many
other factors that make time prioritization difficult, scholars agree that the pastor
must develop a clear definition of the pastoral role that will provide guidance in
making time usage decisions. H.B. London writes that pastors need "an
organizing center to give direction and focus to their work" (67). Speaking from
his expenence as a pastor, Ernest Mosley states: "We are most effective, and
thereby most fulfilled, when we are acting from inner directives rather than
reacting to whatever the people around us want from us" (10). This "organizing
center" or "inner directive" is arrived at by prayerfijl, theological reflection on the
nature and role of the pastoral task. Adams writes: "it is irresponsible and
dangerous to attempt to do practical work apart from a sound theological base.
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The only proper base for Christian hving and pastoral ministry is biblical and
theological" (1).
What, then, do biblical and theological truths have to say to the pastor about
the manner in which the pastor's time is to be used? Different pastors, scholars,
and theologians will obviously present different answers to this question, yet in the
remainder of this section I will attempt to present a consistent pastoral theology of
time usage derived from the sources with which 1 interacted. This pastoral
theology will have two primary components�the pastor as person, the pastor as
pastor�followed by some concluding observations.
The biblical and theological witness makes clear that a pastor must be a
certain kind ofperson in order to be an effective pastor. Personal character is
foundational to biblical pastoral effectiveness. A proper use of time for the pastor
will therefore include adequate time for developing the pastor as a person. What
kind ofperson is the pastor to be? And how do those character requirements
impact the pastor's use of time?
First and foremost, the pastor is called to be in an intimate and devoted
relationship with Jesus Christ. The biblical and theological witness is clear; the
highest priority of life and Christian ministry is our relationship with Christ. In
John 1 5, Jesus says that we must abide in him in order to be fruitful. When Jesus
reinstates Peter into the ministry, he asks him three times: "Do you love me?" Paul
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bases his credibility in ministry on his intimacy with Christ: "Be imitators ofme,
just as I also am ofChrisf (1 Corinthians 11:1, NIV). The list of texts could go on
and on. The evidence is clear. Christian ministry has at its foundation a vital,
intimate relationship with Christ. The pastor, therefore, must make and guard the
time necessary for nurturing and deepening his or her spiritual life.
While this fact might seem obvious, Eugene Peterson correctly points out
that "it doesn't take many years in this business to realize that we can conduct a
fairly respectable pastoral ministry without giving much more than ceremonial
attention to God" (4). It is possible to run the church (or, in Peterson's terms, "be
good shopkeepers") without making time for spiritual growth a priority. Yet such
efforts will never result in the depth of fruitfulness and progress for the kingdom
that God wants to see in our lives and ministries. Edward Bratcher perhaps said it
best:
We are not called primarily to create new structures for the church in this
age; we are not called primarily to a program of service, or to dream dreams
or have visions. We are called first of all to belong to Jesus Christ as
Savior and Lord, and to keep our lives warmed at the hearth of his life. It is
there the fire will be lit which will create new structures and programs of
service that will draw others into the circle to dream dreams and have
visions. (54-55)
Priority number one, then, in the pastor's use of time is to give significant time to
the development of the pastor's own spiritual life.
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If the pastor is married, a second priority in the pastor's use of time is the
nurturing of his or her marriage and family relationships. The biblical witness is
once again clear. The description of family life in Deuteronomy 5:4-9, the
description of the marriage relationship in Ephesians 5:21-33, and the Apostle
Paul's command in 1 Timothy 3:4-5 that an overseer "must manage his own family
well and see that his children obey him with proper respect" (NIV) are illustrative
of the biblical priority given to the nurturing ofmarriage and family relationships.
Those who reflect upon the nature of the pastoral task give several reasons
for the priority given to these familial relationships. These reasons include
obedience to God's command, the example of devotion to family set for the
congregation, and the blessing that comes to the members of the family with the
pastor's time and attention. H.B. London adds the following reason which will be
particularly attractive to the pragmatic pastor: "Pastors and churches must be
sensitized to the fact that the health of a pastor's family and the well-being of the
church depend to a large degree on each other. A pastor with a problem marriage
seldom does his work well" (72).
In light of the numerous horror stories about the neglected spouses and
children of pastors, we pastors would do well to adjust our time usage patterns so
that adequate time is given to the development of strong marriages and families.
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Ernest Mosley's warning is a powerful one: "To gain a church or indeed the whole
world IS a dubious honor when weighed against the loss of a family" (61).
Beyond these fundamental commitments to God and family, the pastor must
also give adequate time to responsible (versus selfish) self-care. Steve Harper
finds a biblical basis for the concept of responsible pastoral self-care in Acts 20:28
where Paul says to the Ephesian elders; "Keep watch over yourselves and all the
flock" [italics mine]. Whether or not one wants to interpret this passage in this
way, biblical and theological testimony points to the validity of the pastor giving
time to certain activities that will nourish the body, mind, soul, and spirit. I will
mention three that recur in the literature. First, pastors must give sufficient time to
rest and relaxation. The biblical concept of the Sabbath would seem to be
adequate and compelling substantiation for the necessity of pastoral rest. Second,
the pastor must give priority time to the cultivation of her mind. Since so much of
the pastor's work involves study, analysis, reflection, and understanding, it is
imperative that the pastor's mind remain keen. Paul's interest in having his
parchments brought to him (2 Timothy 4: 1 3) reflects his desire to continue
learning right up to the very end of his life and ministry. Third, the pastor must
give time to the care of the physical body. Jay Adams writes: "one must agree that
the minister, who is to be an example in all things, must lead his flock in
demonstrating how to care for the temple of the Holy Spirit" (20-21).
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Having described several time priorities that relate to the pastor as a person,
I now turn to the time priorities of a pastor in the carrying out of his pastoral
responsibilities. In light of the numerous demands, expectations, and
responsibilities placed upon a pastor, on what tasks is the biblically and
theologically informed pastor to focus? Of all the tasks which pastors are asked to
carry out, which have a clear biblical and theological sanction?
As one would expect, each commentator on the nature of the Christian
ministry offers a unique model of the Christian ministry. Gerald Kennedy outlines
the responsibilities of the pastor as preacher, administrator, pastor, prophet,
theologian, evangelist, and teacher (vii). Henri J.M. Nouwen describes the five
main functions ofministry as teaching, preaching, pastoral care, organizing, and
celebrating (Creative xxiv). Thomas Oden sees shepherding as the "pivotal
analogy" in defining the work of the pastor (49f). Lawrence Richards describes
the pastor as one who serves, models, teaches, and edifies (Leadership 5). While
all of these are helpful and legitimate models for describing the pastor's work,
another particularly helpfiil model surfaced in three of the sources I encountered.
Although each theologian used different terminology, they seemed to be describing
the role of the pastor in a remarkably consistent way. First, J.H. Jowett organized
the work of the pastor around these three concepts: "the preacher in his pulpit, the
preacher in the home, �md the preacher as a man ofaffairs"(5). Second, Ernest
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Mosley described three primary functions of the pastor: to proclaim, to lead, and to
care (97). And third, James Smart described the work of the ministry m terms of
the biblical offices ofprophet, priest, and king (43). While there are nuances that
make each of these three models unique, their commonality is striking. Each
model describes the pastoral task as a threefold work consisting of the prophetic
role of preaching and teaching, the priestly role of pastoral care and intercession,
and the kingly role of leadership and administration. This helpful model will
provide the framework for the remaining discussion of the pastor's use of time in
ministry.
The ministry of proclamation is central to the pastor s task. The centrality
of proclamation in Jesus' ministry is clearly demonstrated in Luke 4:18-19 where
he says: "The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners"
(NIV, italics mine). The leaders of the early church also saw proclamation as
central to the ministry, as evidenced by their desire to be relieved of other duties so
that they might give themselves to "prayer and the ministry of the word" (Acts 6:4,
NIV). Throughout biblical and church history, the proclamation of the word has
been a primary means through which the people ofGod are strengthened and the
unconverted are reached. The proclamation of the word through preaching and
techmg must therefore be made a priority in the pastor's use of time.
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Effectiveness in proclamation will require the pastor to spend significant
amounts of time in study and preparation. Preaching and teaching that is not
informed and shaped by large chunks of study time is usually not worth doing. As
Richard Neuhaus writes: "pastors who boast ofhow little time they spend in
sermon preparation may be unusually glib, but they are, I suspect without
exception, saying more about their people's patience than about their own
preaching ability" (20 1 ). Or as J.H. Jowett wrote: "ff the study is a lounge, the
pulpit will be an impertinence" (114). In spite of all the temptations to minimize
time in the study in order to attend to other tasks, the Christian minister must
zealously guard the time necessary in order to be an effective proclaimer of the
word. To do otherwise is to seriously undermine the work God will do in the
congregation through His word.
In addition to serving as a prophet for the congregation, the pastor must also
serve as priest. The role of priest is a multi-faceted one that includes such
activities as intercession, counsel, pastoral care, and spiritual direction. It
comprises the relational side ofministry: caring for the flock as a shepherd cares
for the sheep. The biblical mandate for this aspect ofministry is clearly seen in the
earthly ministry of Jesus. He cared for the lonely, the hungry, the sick, the sinfiil,
and the rejected. He saw people and their needs as an opportunity to provide
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loving care. If Jesus gave this role priority in his time, certainly the Christian
pastor is called to do the same.
However, the priestly role is being minimized and neglected by many of
today's pastors. Many pastors have fallen prey to what Jay Kesler calls "the Peter
Drucker cult"~focusing only on goals, efficiency, and management, and seeing
people as means to an end (54). The church growth literature that tells pastors they
should be "ranchers" rather than "shepherds" can be interpreted as downplaying
the importance of pastoral care. Even the Beeson Pastor Doctor ofMinistry track
at Asbury Theological Seminary could be cited here: the twin foci are preaching
and leadership (the prophetic and kingly roles) with little or no attention given to
pastoral care (the priestly role). Yet Paul Cedar's voice is illustrative of those
today who encourage pastors to continue serving as priests. He writes: "I
understand the pastor's temptation to give himself fully to administration and
preaching. But we give up an essential ministry when we give up pastoral care.
Pastoral care is not only one of the greatest needs ofour fast-growing, impersonal
society, it is also a unique privilege of the pastor" (18).
The changing shape ofour culture certainly requires pastors to change the
shape of the pastoral care they offer (e.g. the busyness brought about by the
prevalence of two-income families may in some cases make home visitation more
of an intrusion than an opportunity for ministry). Yet even in the midst of our
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changing culture, it would seem that the responsible pastor would still seek ways to
be a priest for his people. Visitation of the sick, offering pastoral counsel and
spiritual direction, being faithful in a ministry of intercession, and the building of
relationships would be among the priority activities for the pastor striving to be
faithful in this responsibility.
The third primary role for the pastor is the kingly role. Here the pastor is
responsible for the leadership and management of the church organization. The
biblical precedent for this pastoral function is evident in numerous biblical
passages, including Moses' organizational system for conflict resolution (Exodus
18) and the New Testament description of the office of "overseer" (e.g. 1 Timothy
3). A significant portion of the pastor's time, then, will be devoted to the work of
leading and overseeing the work of the church.
The large number of leadership and managerial tasks preclude a complete
listing here. I will mention only one�one that seems to have a central place in the
biblical description of a pastor's work. In Ephesians 4: 12, Paul includes the pastor
in a list of persons whose responsibility is "to equip the saints for the work of
ministry" (RSV). Central to the pastor's leadership, then, is the task of training
and educating the members of the body so that they can be productive in ministry.
Based on this Ephesians text, Thomas Oden writes: "The pastor had best not do
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anything that the body itself could do. The pastor's primary task is to equip the
body, not try to do everything for the laity" (156).
In light of the many expectations and responsibilities placed upon a pastor,
how is the pastor to use his or her time? This section of theoretical reflection
would suggest the following model. Foundational to effective ministry is the time
and attention the pastor gives to responsible self-care: spiritual growth, marriage
and family, rest, intellectual development, and care of the body. This model
certainly does not intend to suggest a selfish, me-first approach to ministry which
is unwilling to make significant sacrifices on behalfof others, but rather
acknowledges that no pastor will be effective and fruitful unless he or she is giving
the attention that is necessary to these legitimate areas of need. Assuming those
are properly cared for, how does the pastor use her time in actual ministry? Our
model suggests that the pastor needs to give adequate time to the three primary
offices of the pastor: prophet (proclamation through preaching and teaching),
priest (pastoral care and counsel), and king (administration and leadership). These
roles which can provide that organizing center to the pastor's decisions about time
usage.
As Edward Bratcher correctly suggests: "if one model were established for
ministry and this model were forced on all ministers, the very heart ofministry
would be destroyed, for ministry must always be open to the needs of the particular
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people at the particular place and time in which they find themselves" (131). This
model IS therefore not intended to be universal and rigid, but is rather offered as a
guide which can be adapted to the needs of the local context. What guidelines
might a pastor use in attempting to contextualize this model so that it is appropriate
to his or her individual situation? First, ifministry is to be Christian it must follow
the guidelines for ministry set forth in Scripture. Therefore, the pastor must always
prayerfully use the Scriptures to establish the agenda for ministry. Second, strive
for balance among the various components of life and ministry. Paul Cedar
helpfiilly suggests that a pastor accomplish this by keeping in mmd the various
spheres of accountability we have: to our relationship with God, to the members of
the congregation, to our families, to the larger church, and to the community (88-
9 1 ). Life and ministry get out of balance when one area is focused on to the
exclusion of the others, and as Ben Patterson states: "modeling a balanced life may
be the strongest leadership I can give to the church" (qtd. in Cedar, 104). A third
criteria comes from Ernest Mosley; he reminds pastors to remember the
importance of low visibility items in our use of time. Our ambition and desire for
acclaim can often lead us to focus on those tasks that receive attention and
applause from others, but we must not focus on those tasks to the exclusion of
those quiet, behind-the-scenes tasks that enrich our minisfries and strengthen the
life of the church ( 1 7).
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Church Growth Theory
Experts in the area of church growth agree that the pastor is a critical
ingredient in determining the growth of a local congregation. Peter Wagner's
words are representative ofmany: "In America, the primary catalytic factor of
growth in a local church is the pastor. In every growing, dynamic church I have
studied, I have a found a key person whom God is using to make it happen" (Your
Church 61 ). The centrality of the pastor to church growth points again to the
importance of the pastor's decisions about use of time. In fact, some church
growth experts point specifically to the pastor's use of time as a critical factor in
church growth. Robert Logan writes to pastors: "Time is one resource that
everyone receives in equal amounts. How you manage this resource may spell the
difference between success and failure in accomplishing your goals" (45). George
Bama writes: "It's not how many hours you put in that counts, but what you do
with those hours" (Turnaround 52). Leadership Network, an organization
devoted to facilitating church growth and effective pastoral leadership, discovered
in Its research that one of the key skills for a church growth pastor is as follows:
"The pastor must be skilled in time management to guard time for his or her own
personal, spiritual, and professional growth, and to preserve time for dreaming and
planning the fliture of the church" (qtd. in Shawchuck Leading 1 15).
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Clearly, church growth experts concur that effective use of time is essential
to effective church growth leadership. But how do the church growth experts
advise pastors to spend their time? What tasks should pastors focus on? As one
might expect, there are many diverse answers to that question in church growth
theory. However, in my study of church growth literature I discovered nine tasks
on which pastors were repeatedly encouraged to focus. This list of nine is
certainly not exhaustive, but it does seem to represent the pastoral activities which
the church growth experts deem most important.
Defining and Casting Vision
I list this task first because it was mentioned more frequently than any other.
Church growth theorists are in virtual unanimity that an essential ingredient in
church growth is the presence of a compelling vision. George Hunter states: "The
growing churches who disciple secular people have a clear defining purpose. They
know what business they are in. They are clear about why they exist. Their
apostolic or missional identity is clear, rehearsed, and reinforced" (157). And
how do churches become communities that are motivated by vision? The
consensus of church growth experts is clear: through the leadership of the pastor.
As Peter Wagner writes: "the principal responsibility of the church growth pastor
is to dream for the future" (1 86).
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The primacy of the church growth pastor as visionary was confirmed by
Ron Crandall in his study of turnaround churches. He asked pastors who had led
their churches to significant growth to identify the leadership role that was most
essential for their church's growth. "Visionary" was the response that received
substantially more votes than any other. This led Crandall to conclude; "Whatever
else these pastors do, they bring with them and plant in the hearts and mmds of
their congregations a vision ofwhat can be" (33).
The visionary role of the pastor has two distinct components that will
require the pastor's time and attention. The first component is discovenng and
developing the vision that God has for his/her local congregation. Prayer, study,
reflection, and collaboration are essential ways of discovering this vision. The
second component is communicating (or "casting") the vision to the congregation
in a way that will excite them and motivate them to embrace it and commit
themselves to it. Vision-casting is accomplished through any number ofmeans:
preaching, teaching, personal conversation, etc. Both of these components are
seen to be essential, as reflected in these words ofGeorge Bama: "We do know
that to be an effective leader, you must be able to grasp God's vision, communicate
it persuasively and compellingly and establish that vision as the heartbeat of the
congregation" (Pastors 121). This task is so essential to church growth that Bama
goes on to say: "A pastor who cannot accomplish this vital task will wind up being
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merely a caretaker who, for whatever reasons, is impeding the progress of the
church" (Pastors 121). Robert Logan agrees: "It is the personal vision of a pastor
or church planter, and his or her ability to communicate that vision, that drives
churches to growth" (34).
Strategic Planning
Church growth thinkers make much of the pastor's need to give priority in
his time and energy to the task of strategic planning. They do not see church
growth as something that happens automatically, but rather as a process that
requires a great deal of thought, planning, organizing, goal-setting, problem-
solving, analyzing, evaluating, and strategizing. Bill Easum writes: "Every church
needs the kind of leadership that can see the big picture, consider the options, and
make the strategic decisions that win the war" (109). Bama writes: "It is
exceedingly difficult for a dying church to make a serious comeback bid without
an intelligent, comprehensive, and feasible strategic plan" (Tumaround 94).
Shawchuck and Bama see the pastor as central to the strategic planning process
because only the pastor is able to keep an eye on the entire congregation and see
how all the procedures, activities, and components interrelate. Bama writes:
"Perhaps nobody in the church will see the big picture of the church's ministry as
clearly as the pastor. Focused by the vision, motivated by the challenge and
prepared by the experience. Scripture, and God's Spirit, a pastor must provide
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people with the strategic direction and tactical concepts that will propel the church
forward" (Tumaround 65). The church growth pastor, therefore, cannot just hope
growth will happen or leave the planning for growth to others. Time for strategic
thinking and plannmg must be a priority in his use of time.
Equipping/training Others for Ministry and Leadership
Church growth theorists agree that the pastor who attempts to do all of the
ministry and leadership of the church himself is doomed to failure. Ministry will
be stifled and the church will not grow. Perry and Shawchuck write: "Pastors
who fail to train and equip the laity and then turn them loose to plan and carry out
the church's ministry need never expect to build their congregations into vital
forces for God" (59). On the other hand, the church growth pastor is one who
gives priority time to equipping the laity for significant ministry and leadership
responsibilities. This process of equipping involves helping people become aware
of their spiritual gifts, placing people in ministry positions where they can use
their gifts, providing the training necessary for the development of skills and gifts,
and giving recognition and encouragement. Schaller points out that this process of
equipping also requires a willingness to delegate significant amounts ofauthority
and responsibility to laypersons (Essays 1 10).
Rick Warren points out that the biggest challenge facing most churches is to
"tum an audience into an army" (qtd. in Hunter 79). This challenge can only be
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overcome as the pastor prioritizes the traming and equippmg of others for ministry,
so that effective ministry is done by a mobilized and motivated team rather than by
a single individual. Carl George states: "What, then, is essential? Those activities
that organize a pastor's time and vision around a system of lay leadership
development, so that greater ministry can be accomplished in ever-widening circles
of influence" (106).
Prayer
In Peter Wagner's church growth classic Leading Your Church to Growth.
he writes "prayer is a growth factor which has not been stressed nearly enough in
church growth literature" (198). While that statement may have been true when it
was published in 1984, recent church growth literature seems to have corrected
that imbalance and placed proper emphasis on the central place of prayer in the life
of the church growth pastor. Sullivan writes: "Prayer must be a vital dimension of
the pastor's life. He cannot depend alone on training, literary resources, or natural
ability. The work that he has been called to demands far more than human
resources can possibly provide" (24). In describing tumaround churches, Bama
writes: "The pastor emerged as a true prayer giant, taking hours and hours every
week to beseech God for all that was needed in the tumaround experience"
(Tumaround 52). In Marketing the Church. Bama writes: "I have yet to identify a
Christian visionary for whom prayer was not a consistent, foundational reality"
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(87). And Leith Anderson exhorts the pastor who wants his church to grow:
"Pray. This is more than the spiritually correct thing for me to say and for you to
do. Ifwe really believe the church and the world belong to God, we must begin
with God" (245-246).
The church growth school's call to prayer, however, involves more than
just the pastor's personal prayer life. It also includes a call to involve the entire
congregation in a life of prayer. In describing "user-friendly" churches, Bama
writes: "The call to prayer was the battle cry of the congregation: it rallied the
troops. These people understood the power of prayer. They actively and
consistently included prayer in their services, their events, their meetings and their
personal ministries" (User-Friendly 1 16). And Win Am writes: "A living, growing
church is a praying church; a church that believes in and practices the highest form
ofworship-prayer" (62). Church growth literature, then, calls the pastor to
prioritize prayer in his or her schedule: both personal prayer and the facilitation of
corporate prayer.
Preaching
Observers of the church growth movement have questioned whether or not
it places an adequate emphasis upon the role of effective preaching in the church.
Earl Comfort writes: "One could easily get the impression from church growth
experts that the pulpit plays little or no part in church growth" (64). He cites as
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evidence the following quote from Win Am: "mdications are that the semion, by
Itself, is a relatively minor factor m the growth of the church" (12). While that
particular quote does diminish the importance of a strong pulpit, I found that the
church growth literature as a whole does see effective preaching as an important
ingredient in church growth. Peter Wagner exhorts pastors to "preach for growth,"
and encourages them to do so by being motivational, positive, non-controversial,
and relevant to personal needs (Leading 215-217). Lyle Schaller writes that
"Meaningfril worship, transformational preaching, relevant teaching, and a
sensitive response to the religious yeamings of people is the best recipe for
numerical growth [italics mine]" (Bridges 62). Earl Comfort points to his own
experience and the other experience of other rapidly growing churches and makes
the following observation: "when growth situations are examined in this country,
one cannot overlook the fact that at the heart of growth is an effective pulpit
ministry" (65).
In Ron Crandall's study of pastors who lead churches to tumaround, he
discovered that they perceive their strongest ability to be preaching (30). And
when George Bama studied tumaround churches, he made a similar finding:
"another factor in a successful tumaround was the quality of the preaching at these
churches" (53). So although the church growth movement may not place the
premium on preaching that some might desire, it certainly acknowledges that
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preaching plays a significant role in the growth of a congregation. One can
conclude from this, then, that the church growth experts would say that pastors
need to make sufficient time for the preparation ofeffective sermons a priority in
their schedule.
On a related note, church growth experts also point to the quality of the
Sunday morning worship experience as a key indicator of church growth potential.
Growing churches have dynamic corporate worship. While the quality of
preaching is a major part of the Sunday service, the worship portion of the service
must be excellent as well. The pastor must therefore also spend time developing,
planning, evaluating and improving Sunday worship (Lx)gan 92-93).
Tending to Relationships
One might receive the impression from the list to this point that church
growth experts see the pastor primarily as a task-oriented CEO who needs to pay
little or no attention to relationships with people. While the church growth
movement does place a great deal of emphasis on the pastor as leader, it also
acknowledges the necessity ofgiving pastoral attention to people and their
relational needs. Bama writes; "a key to being effective is to demonstrate love in
such a way that people will realize they are significant and cared for in God's
eyes" (Tumaround 46). Peter Wagner points out that the pastor most likely has a
great deal of authority in the growing congregation, but he describes the source of
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that authority in this way: "This is not some authority he has because of his
ordination or erudition or job description. This is an authority that he has earned
through relationships" (Your Church 65).
While church growth experts agree that an effective church growth pastor
must be able build relationships and tend to their needs, they do present at least
two different models on how that is best accomplished. In some settings
(particularly the smaller church), the pastor can be a shepherd to his people: one
who personally nurtures and cares for the persons in his/her congregation. This
shepherd model is demonstrated in such pastoral activities as home visitation,
hospital visitation, counseling, and other forms of pastoral care. Some church
growth experts, however, see the shepherd model as counterproductive to church
growth possibilities and exhort the pastor to be a "rancher." Robert Logan
describes the difference between the two roles in this way: "a shepherd administers
care to each sheep in a limited flock, but a rancher takes steps to ensure someone
else provides personal care to every sheep on the ranch" (43). Rather than being
the primary care provider to the congregation, the rancher makes sure the persons
in the congregation receive pastoral care through other avenues. In this way, the
pastor is able to ensure the proper care ofmore people than he could ever care for
by himself
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Whether the pastor chooses to tend to relationships by being a shepherd or a
rancher, the church growth experts agree that the tending of relational needs must
be a priority for the church growth pastor. A church in which people do not feel
loved, nurtured, and cared for is simply not going to grow. The pastor must give
the time that is necessary to ensure that is happening.
Personal Spiritual Growth
Church growth experts repeatedly emphasize that the church growth pastor
must be a person who has a vital and deepening relationship with God. Leadership
Network discovered that the pastor of a large and growing church must be a person
who will "continually give himselfor herself to the daily disciplines that keep him
or her living out of a heart for God" (qtd. in Shawchuck Leading 1 14). Based on
his in-depth study ofAmerican pastors, George Bama advises pastors: "the key to
maintaining your edge as a pastor is to maintain an ever-deepening love affair with
God. Techniques and methods are useful, but they pale in comparison to the
importance of an authentic and sincere devotion to the Lord" (Pastors 164). In
Ron Crandall's study of pastors who lead churches to tumaround, he also found
that time for spiritual growth was a priority in their schedules. "They make time
for soaking in the pages of the Bible, and they take days away on personal spiritual
retreat just to walk, pray, ponder, and listen" (46). Church growth experts clearly
see the vitality and depth of the pastor's walk with God as a critical ingredient in
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the effectiveness of his or her ministry and the growth ofhis or her church. Their
passion for deepened spiritual vitality and greater intimacy with God is
exemplified in George Bama's words to pastors:
Above all else, watch carefully how you commit your resources to
your relationship with God. Meetings, planning, programs, events
and counseling sessions can wait or be reassigned. Your pursuit of
God cannot be deferred to a slow, rainy day. Explore your schedule,
as well as your heart, to determine how high a priority God is in
your life. (Pastors 164)
Continual Learning
The pastors ofgrowing churches are pastors who continually strive to
improve their knowledge and mastery ofministry skills. They are not content with
their current level of understanding and competency; through a variety of avenues
they seek consistent personal growth. Bama points out, for example, that many of
the pastors of growing churches have "diligently sought to improve their
communication skills" (User Friendly 1 89). Crandall discovered that 93 percent of
the growing church pastors he studied take advantage of training opportunities and
also read widely in order to enhance their ministry effectiveness (29). Shawchuck
advises pastors that it is critically important for them to continue hatching new
ideas and seeking personal growth. He encourages pastors to achieve those goals
through seeking feedback from the organization, studying the masters, and seeking
formal learning experiences (Leading 88-89). The need and importance of
continual leaming is profoundly stated by Bill Sullivan:
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This is not simply a matter of securing more education. It is not
just a matter of reading a book a week, or keeping in touch with
what's going on in the community. It is considerably more basic
than that. It is the need to grow, to be a better person, to be a
more competent administrator, a more skillful worship leader,
to improve in personal relationships, to have a greater vision for
building God's kingdom, to be less reactionary and more
proactive, to preach sermons that reflect a mature grappling with
the issues of life, to evidence a greater sensitivity to the needs of
a broader range of people, and to generally perform more
competently in ministry. (54)
The pastor of a growing church must devote significant portions of his or her time
to these important leaming goals.
Responsible Self-care
The first eight items on this list make it apparent that there are many time
pressures and expectations placed upon the pastor of a growing church. There is
much to do! The demands are almost endless. Wagner confesses that "the church
growth pastors I know are putting in long hours" (Leading 40). A recent study
showed that 90 percent of pastors work more than forty-six hours per week
(London and Wiseman 22). Bama leamed that a sixty to eighty hour work week
was common among the pastors of churches that were experiencing growth and
revitalizafion (Tumaround 68). He writes: "graced by God with energy, passion,
enthusiasm, special skills, wisdom, plans and a unique calling, these men and
women worked enormous numbers of hours to bring life back into a deflated body.
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The turnaround process is no nine-to-five proposition" (Tumaround 5 1 ). Clearly,
the task of leading a church to growth calls for long hours and hard work.
Yet church growth experts also alTirm that the pastors of growing churches
are pastors who give priority time to the care of their own lives. They certainly do
not "rust out," but neither do they "bum out." They get adequate physical
exercise, rest, and time with their family. Crandall writes: "these pastors read,
study, pray, and work hard; yet they know how to prioritize needs with their
families and take time off' (46). Bama's studies indicate that growing churches
are supportive of their pastor's need to take care of himself "all of the growing
churches seemed to recognize the importance of allowing the pastor to get away
and recharge his batteries in whatever manner he deemed most profitable (User
Friendly 158). Bill Hybels Ojffers this word of personal testimony about the
importance of responsible self-care:
If I don't exercise, eat properly, and rest, I will offer the Lord
only about two-thirds of the energy I have the potential of giving.
I'm determined to live a healthy life so that I can offer more
than a few short years of frenzied activity. My goal is to
monitor my spiritual, physical, and emotional resources so
that I can minister, by God's grace, for a lifetime. (33, 38)
In his doctoral dissertation, Gary Lucht encourages pastors to develop a sfrategy
for living a balanced life. He calls for balance in six main areas: physical fitness,
mental health, spiritual vigor, relational sensitivity, marriage and family, and
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managing conflict ( 1 85-253). Church growth experts apparently concur with
Lucht's analysis: the pastor of a growing church must live a balanced life that
includes time for care of self. Those experts would also affirm the powerful truth
communicated by Norman Shawchuck:
Our penchant for ignoring the self is analogous to an ambulance
driver ignoring and mistreating the engine of his ambulance, even
though he does so because he is busy transporting people to the
hospital. Sooner or later, the ambulance is likely to run out of gas
or fail mechanically and threaten the safety of the very people the
driver is trying to help. (Leading 28)
Leadership Literature
The literature on leadership has repeatedly noted that one mark of a true
leader is the ability to organize his or her time to maximize productivity. In his
classic volume The Effective Executive, Peter Drucker devotes an entire chapter to
this topic. He writes: "Everything requires time. It is the one truly universal
condition. All work takes place in time and uses up time. Yet most people take for
granted this unique, irreplaceable, and necessary resource. Nothing else, perhaps,
distinguishes effective executives as much as their tender loving care of time"
(26). In a 1992 lecture on leadership, John Maxwell said: "All great leaders
understand time management. They have an awareness of the value of time and
what they need to be doing to prioritize it." The importance of time usage and
prioritization is even implied in the commonly used maxim which distinguishes
leaders from managers: "managers are people who do things right and leaders are
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people who do the right things" (Bennis and Nanus 2 1 ). "Doing the right things"
clearly involves determining which tasks and activities are of greatest importance
and focusing one's time on them. Stephen Covey calls this "putting first things
first" (148).
Which things are leaders to put first in their management of time? The
leadership literature suggests numerous uses of time that are essential for leaders.
However, my study revealed five leadership tasks that are mentioned more
frequently and given greater emphasis than any others.
Defining and Casting Vision
Just as the visionary role was primary in the church growth literature, so it
was primary in the leadership literature. Author after author asserted that a major
task of the leader is to develop and communicate a compelling vision. In their
landmark study of ninety prominent leaders, Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus
concluded that providing vision was one of four essential strategies in providing
effective leadership. In describing these ninety leaders, they write; "they set a new
direction and they concentrated the attention of everyone in the organization on it"
(88). In analyzing how leaders bring change and renewal to the organization,
Richard Beckhard and Wendy Pritchard found that vision is essential. In
particular, the leader must create, set, communicate, and build commitment to the
vision (25). Noted leadership theorist Burt Nanus believes so strongly in the
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centrality of the visionary' role that his latest book is called Visionary Leadership.
and in the preface he writes; "vision is the primary vehicle by which numerous
organizations attempt to renew and redirect themselves" (xviii).
Many authors who do not use the term "vision" make the same point with
other terminology. Stephen Covey calls effective leaders to "begin with the end in
mind" (98). Peter Drucker writes; "The first job of the leader is to think through
and define the mission of the institution" (Non-Profit 3). Max DePree says that
"the art of leadership dwells a good deal m the ftiture, in providing for the future of
the organization" (129). Robert Greenleaf speaks of the need for an organizational
leader to be a "painter of great dreams" (88). Leadership theorists clearly agree
that the leader must devote significant amounts of time and energy to developing a
clear vision for the organization.
Although communication in general is an important task of the leader
(Finzel, DePree, Drucker), leadership theorists particularly emphasize the
importance of communicating the vision to the members of the organization.
Bennis and Nanus state; "A vision of the fiiture is not offered once and for all by
the leader and then allowed to fade away. It must be repeated time and again"
(109). In his book Visionary Leadership, Burt Nanus summarizes the important
role that visioning plays in the life of the organization; "There is no more powerful
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engine driving an organization toward excellence and long-range success than an
attractive, worthwhile, and achievable vision of the tiiture, widely shared" (3).
Strategic Planning
In order for the leader's vision to become a reality in the organization,
leadership experts agree that the leader must also give priority to strategic
planning. Through the process of visioning, the leader is able to determine where
the organization should go; through strategic planning, the leader develops a plan
for getting there. Strategic planning includes a number ofdifferent components. It
involves organizational learning�studying the organization in order to determine
how it might more effectively carry out the vision (Beckhard and Pritchard 19).
Strategic thinking involves understanding the complex environment in which the
organization functions (London 81). Warren Bennis describes strategic planning
as spending time "thinking about the forces that will affect the destiny of the
institution" (Can't Lead 17). Greenleafdescribes the leader as one who "analyzes
and evaluates operating performance, and foresees contingencies a long way
ahead" (66). In short, strategic planning involves a comprehensive understanding
of the organization and its environment, and the consequent development and
evaluation of plans that will facilitate the accomplishment of the vision. As
valuable and important as strategic planning is, Robert Cueni cautions leaders
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against the kind of over-plannmg that can frustrate rather than further the progress
of the organization (26).
Developing Other People/Building a Team
Effective leaders give priority to developing and equipping other people in
the organization. They do not try to do everything themselves; rather, they
multiply their effectiveness by pouring themselves into other leaders in the
organization. Two benefits come from these efforts at team building. First, the
ability of the organization to reach the vision is enhanced. Maxwell writes;
If you really want to be a successful leader, you must develop other
leaders around you. You must establish a team. You must find a
way to get your vision seen, implemented, and contributed to by
others. The leader sees the big picture, but he needs other leaders
to help make his mental picture a reality. (2)
Nanus confirms this view by writing; "the leader is a team builder who empowers
individuals in the organization . thereby serving as a mentor and example for
those whose efforts are necessary to make the vision become reality" (14). In
addition to enhancing present effectiveness, building a team and developing other
leaders also helps ensure the fiiture success of the organization. Leaders must give
attention to the fiiture leadership of the organization (i.e. those who will lead after
the present leader has moved off the scene), and developing other leaders within
the organization is a highly effective way of accomplishing that goal (Ford 164,
Drucker Executive 56, DePree 14).
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Developing others involves teaching them and mentoring them so that they
might be able to accomplish more than they could have otherwise. Drucker writes:
"An effective non-profit manager must try to get more out of the people he or she
has. The yield from the human resource really determines the organization's
performance" (Non-Profit 1 45). Greenleaf makes a similar point: "The secret of
institution building is to be able to weld a team of people by lifting them up to
grow taller than they would otherwise be" (2 1 ). Effective leaders, then, give
priority time to developing, equipping, motivating, and fraining those around them
so that their followers also become effective leaders and help lead the organization
to greater levels of success. Peter Drucker is confident that this activity will prove
to be highly productive for the leader: "When you take the risk of developing
people, the odds are very good that the organization will get what it needs" (38).
Many leadership theorists point out that an essential component of
developing people is to provide them with encouragement, affirmation and nurture.
The effective leader cannot be totally task-oriented; he must also give time and
attention to developing relationships with the people in the organization. Hans
Finzel writes: "Effective leaders make room for people. Leaving them out is a big,
big leadership mistake" (49). Max DePree encourages leaders to remember "the
sacred nature of our relationships. Intimacy should be part of the relationships we
build at work" (58). So although leaders must motivate, push, and develop people,
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they also take the time to nurture people: givmg them encouragement,
appreciation, appropriate praise, and a sense of value. The healthy atmosphere
created by such efforts is conducive both to the development of people and to high
performance effectiveness by the team.
Self-development
Effective leaders give time to continual leaming and self-development.
They know that they cannot do today's work with yesterday's tools, and so they
become "virtual learning machines" who continually accumulate new ideas and
knowledge that they can apply in their life and organization (Nanus 182). They
pay serious attention to the development of their mental, emotional, physical, and
spiritual selves, an activity that Stephen Covey calls "sharpening the saw" (289).
Peter Dmcker calls this self-development "your first responsibility to the
organization" (Non-Profit 191).
Effective leaders are perpetual leamers. They know that personal growth
and the development of skills are lifetime pursuits. Wanren Bennis and Burt Nanus
capsulize the importance leadership theorists place on self-development:
Leaming is the essential fliel for the leader, the source of high-octane
energy that keeps up the momentum by continually sparking new
understanding, new ideas, and new challenges. It is absolutely
indispensable under today's conditions of rapid change and
complexity. Very simply, those who do not learn do not long
survive as leaders. (188)
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Develop Trust
Any effective leadership is built on a foundation of trust. If the followers in
an organization do not trust the leader, that leader's ability to lead is severely
diminished. As Greenleaf points out; "Legitimacy begins with trust. No matter
what the competence or the intentions, if trust is lacking, nothing happens" (70).
Since this trust cannot be mandated or coerced, effective leaders give time and
attention to those activities that develop an atmosphere of trust in the organization.
How do leaders develop this much-needed trust? Three strands of thought
seemed prominent in the literature. First, a leader builds trust by being a person of
integrity, a person of honesty, a person of sound character. Warren Bennis writes:
"Without integrity, we betray ourselves and others and cheapen every endeavor"
(117). Second, leaders develop trust by being an example. They model the
behaviors they expect from others (Drucker Non-Profit 48). They walk what they
talk. Third, leaders develop trust by being a servant to others in the organization:
one who helps, listens, supports. Robert Greenleafpoints out that people within
the organizations will respond only to leaders who have proven themselves to be
effective servants (10).
Summary
The figure on the following page lists the primary time use priorities that
were suggested by each field of thought:
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Pastoral Theology Church Growth Literature Leadership Literature
Spiritual Life Defining/casting vision Defining/casting vision
Family nurturing Strategic planning Strategic planning
Self-care Equipping Developing others
Proclamation: "prophet" Prayer Self-development
Pastoral care: "priest" Preaching Developing trust
Leadership: "king" Tending relationships
Spiritual Life
Continual leaming
Self-care
Figure 1
Time Usage Priorities
The figure reveals a striking amount of correlation between the three fields
of study. First, a correlation exists between pastoral theology and church growth
literature. The following five items (out of a total of six) on the pastoral theology
list also appear on the church growth list:
1 . developing the pastor's spiritual life,
2. responsible self-care,
3. preaching (termed "prophetic ministry" in pastoral theology),
4. tending to relationships (termed "priestly ministry" in pastoral theology),
5. leadership responsibilities (termed "kingly ministry" in pastoral
theology).
The one item present on the pastoral theology list that is missing fi-om the church
growth list (family nurturing) could probably be included under the church growth
item termed "self-care." Further, every item on the church growth list is
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consistent with an item included in pastoral theology. Preaching correlates with
the prophetic ministry; building relationships correlates with the priestly ministry;
visionmg, strategic planning, and equipping all correlate with the kingly ministry;
development of the spiritual life appears on both lists; self-care/leaming correlates
with self-care; and prayer correlates with developing the spiritual life and the
priestly ministry.
Second, a correlation exists between the church growth literature and
leadership literature. In fact, every item that appears on the leadership literature
list is consistent with an item that appears on the church growth list (visioning
appears on both, strategic planning appears on both, team development correlates
with equipping/building relationships, self-development correlates with continual
leaming and self-care, and modeling correlates with developing the pastor's
spiritual life). That leaves only two items on the church growth list that do not
also appear on the leadership list; prayer and preaching. That is no surprise,
however, since both prayer and preaching are explicitly Christian activities.
Since there is such consistency among these three lists, I believe a
comprehensive model for the ideal time use patterns of the pastor can be developed
that is consistent with all three fields of thought. That model would contain the
following four components;
1 . Adequate time for the prophetic ministry of proclamation.
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2. Adequate time for the priestly mmistry ofpastoral care and relationship-
building,
3. Adequate time for the kingly ministry of leadership (defining and casting
vision, strategic planning, and equipping and developmg others), and
4. Adequate time for responsible self-care: intellectual, physical, spiritual,
and familial.
Three of these components relate specifically to pastoral tasks (prophet, priest, and
king), while the fourth component may be seen as the platform on which the tasks
are performed: responsible self-care. This four-component model provides a
helpfiil grid through which pastoral use of time can be observed and analyzed.
A precedent does exist in the literature for studying how pastors use their
time. Douglas and McNally identified six key pastoral roles (preacher, pastor-
counselor, theologian, marketer, administrator, and traveler) and determined the
amount and percentage of time the average minister allocated to each role per
week, as well as the perceived importance of each role (23). Meier identified nine
key pastoral flinctions (worship, evangelism, visitation, committees,
administration, discipleship, counselmg, church at large, and other) and studied the
amount of time pastors actually devoted to each task in comparison to the amount
of time they wanted to devote to each task (7). George Bama surveyed 434
pastors in order to determine how much time they spent weekly on thirteen
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different pastoral tasks-sermon preparation, administrative work, visitation,
prayer, worship, meditation, counseling, committees, teaching, evangelism,
discipling, social concerns, and staffmeetings (Pastors 1 30). None of these
studies, however, made an attempt to find a correlation between the pastor's use of
time and church growth. That was the purpose of this study.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine what pastoral time usage
patterns are most conductive to church growth. This was accomplished by
comparing and contrasting the time usage patterns of full time pastors of growing
Wesleyan churches with the time usage patterns of full time pastors of plateaued
and declining Wesleyan churches.
Research Questions
The following research questions were formulated in order to guide the
research toward its stated purpose. Research questions one through four
developed a profile of the time usage patterns and priorities of the pastors of
growing Wesleyan churches. Research question #5 compared and contrasted that
profile with the profile of the pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches.
Research question #6 considered how certain factors other than time usage and
task prioritization might impact church growth.
Research Question #1
How many hours per week do the full time pastors of growing Wesleyan
churches devote to their ministry?
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Research Question #2
How much time do the full time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches
devote to each of the various types of pastoral tasks?
Research Question #3
How much time do the full time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches give
to activities of personal renewal and self-care in the following areas: spiritual
disciplines, mtellectual growth, marriage and family, and physical exercise?
Research Question #4
How do full time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches prioritize in
importance the various kinds of pastoral responsibilities in which they engage?
Research Question #5
Do significant differences exist in the time usage patterns and task
prioritization of the full time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches vis a vis the
full time pastors of plateaued and declining Wesleyan churches?
Research Question #6
Do selected demographic factors have an impact on church growth?
Population and Sample
The population for this study consisted of all ordained or licensed senior
pastors or solo pastors ofWesleyan churches in the United States or Canada who
met four criteria:
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Church Si/e
Sunday morning worship attendance averaged between seventy-five and
300. A total of 539 churches in the denomination fell within this size range.
Pastors of churches below seventy-five were not surveyed because of the
likelihood that many would have been bivocational, and that factor would
obviously have a major impact on their time usage patterns. Pastors of churches
above three hundred were not surveyed because of the unique time usage patterns
inherent in the larger church setting.
Growing or Plateaued/declining
Churches that qualify as "growing" were determined by the 1 995 study
completed by the Department ofEvangelism and Church Growth ofThe Wesleyan
Church. Their study analyzed Sunday morning worship patterns over six years
(1989-1995) and resulted in a list of the 149 churches in Canada and the United
States that grew in worship attendance at least five of those six years. Eighty-two
of those churches have attendance between seventy-five and 300, and the pastors
of those churches comprised the population of growing church pastors. Churches
that qualified as plateaued/declining were churches that had grown in less than
three of the six studied years. In addition, no more than one of their years of
growth could have been in the last three years of the study. This additional
provision was to account for those churches that may have begun growing in those
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last three years and therefore should not be considered "plateaued/declining." One
hundred forty-four Wesleyan churches between seventy-five and 300 in Sunday
morning attendance qualified as plateaued/declining.
Of the 539 churches, then, that had average worship attendance between
seventy-five and 300, eighty-two were in the population as growing churches, 144
were in the population as plateaued/declining churches, and the remaining 313
were not included in the population. Those 3 1 3 are churches that were neither
growing consistently enough to be considered "growing" nor in sufficient decline
to be considered "plateaued/declining."
Pastoral Tenure
To ensure that the pastor surveyed was the pastor who was at the church
during at least a majority of its period of growth or non-growth, only pastors who
had served that local church for at least three of the six studied years were
included in the study. Pastoral tenure at each of the churches was determined by a
question in the demographic portion of the survey which asked the pastor to
indicate the number of years served at his/her present church. Since a tenure of at
least four years is necessary to cover three years of the study period and one year
since the study period ended, all respondents who had served less than four years
at the present church were dropped from the study.
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Full time at the Church
Since the time pressures faced by a bivocational pastor are unique, only
pastors who were full time at the church were included in this study. A question in
the demographic portion of the survey asked the pastors to indicate if they were
bivocational or fiill time.
Instrumentation
Development
The survey used in this study was a researcher-designed questionnaire. The
questionnaire was grounded in the literature review and was designed to facilitate
the answering of the seven research questions listed above.
Variables
The survey consisted of four sections. Demographic information was the
focus of the first section, with questions about the pastor's age, gender, marital
status, number of years in the ministry, number of years at that local church,
education level, location of church, average Sunday morning worship attendance,
geographic region of the country, area population trends, and size of staff. The
second section consisted of a single question that asked the pastor to indicate the
number of hours he or she devotes to pastoral responsibilities in an average week.
The third section asked pastors to indicate how many hours in an average week
they spend on various pastoral tasks.
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Based on findings of the literature review, these pastoral tasks were divided
into three major categories: the prophetic ministry of proclamation (item A on the
survey), the priestly ministry of pastoral care and relationship-building (item B on
the survey), and the kingly ministry of leadership (items C and D on the survey).
Additional pastoral task categories (items E through H: personal evangelism,
district and denominational involvement, community involvement, and other
pastoral tasks) were also surveyed to discover any patterns in time usage that were
not accounted for by the model developed fi-om the literature review. In addidon,
the pastor was asked to indicate how important the time spent on each ministry
task is to the effectiveness of his or her overall ministry. A five step Likert scale (1
minimally important; 2 somewhat important; 3 important; 4 very important; 5
extremely important) was used in this part of the survey.
Since the literature review indicated that the fourth critical component of
time usage for the pastor is responsible self-care, the final section of the survey
asked the pastors about the time they give to activities of personal renewal. A
quesfion was included that related to each of the following four areas: spiritual
disciplines, intellectual growth, marriage and family, and physical exercise. The
same Likert scale was used here to determine the level of importance each activity
had to the pastor.
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Pretest
In order to ensure clarity, the survey was pre-tested with ten Wesleyan
pastors who serve churches in the seventy-five to three hundred size range (seven
of these pastors were not in the study population; three of them were). They were
asked to complete the survey and make comments or suggestions on content and
style. Nine of these surveys were returned, and necessary modifications and
revisions were made in the instrument.
Data Collection
Each pastor in the sample was mailed a copy of the questionnaire, along
with a cover letter which described the benefits of the study, promised a copy of
the study findings, and encouraged their participation in the study. A letter from
the denominational executive in charge of church growth was also enclosed to
encourage participation in the study, A self-addressed stamped envelope was
enclosed for their convenience in returning the completed questionnaire. In order
to distinguish between surveys sent to the pastors of growing churches and those
sent to the pastors of plateaued/declining churches, the closing "thank you" portion
of the survey was emboldened on the surveys sent to pastors ofgrowing churches.
In order to protect the confidentiality of the respondents, a separate self-addressed
stamped postcard was enclosed on which the respondent could indicate that he/she
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had completed the survey. Two weeks after the original questionnaires were
mailed, I sent a reminder postcard to all who had not responded.
The following members of the population were dropped from the study:
those who were indicated they had pastored their present church for less than four
years, those who indicated they were bivocational, and those who did not respond.
The remaining respondents were divided into the two categories (growing and
plateaued/declining), and the survey answers of these respondents provided the
raw data necessary to answer the research questions. All response postcards were
saved (regardless ofwhether or not the respondent qualified for the study) and
were used to send a summary of survey findings to all respondents.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable of this research was the time usage patterns of the
pastors who are surveyed. The dependent variable was the growth or lack of
growth in Sunday morning worship attendance. This study was an attempt to
discover the relationship between the independent variable (time usage) and the
dependent variable (church growth).
Data Analysis
The data received from the returned questionnaires were analyzed in order
to answer the six research questions. The first research question was to find out
how many hours per week the M\ time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches
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devote to their ministry. The data needed to answer this question were found in
the pastors of growing churches responses to the question in Section Two of the
"Selected Wesleyan Pastors Survey." The data were secured by tabulating the
responses to that question made by the pastors of growing churches.
The second research question was to find out how much time the full time
pastors of growing Wesleyan churches devote to each of several types of pastoral
tasks. The data needed to answer this question were found in the growing pastors'
responses to the eight questions asked in Section Three of the "Selected Wesleyan
Pastors Survey ." The data were secured by accurately tabulating all of the pastors'
ofgrowing churches responses to those questions on the questionnaire. The data
were interpreted by calculating the mean number of hours worked for each pastoral
task.
The third research question was to find out how much time the fiill time
pastors of growing Wesleyan churches devote to each of several types of activities
of personal renewal and development. The data needed to answer this question are
found in the growing pastors' responses to the four questions asked in Section
Four of the "Selected Wesleyan Pastors Survey." The data were secured by
accurately tabulating the pastors of growing churches responses to those questions
on the questionnaire. The data were interpreted by calculating the mean number of
hours devoted to each activity.
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The fourth research question was to determine how the Hill time pastors of
growing Wesleyan churches prioritize the various kinds of pastoral responsibilities
in which they engage. The data needed to answer this question were found in the
growing pastors responses to the twelve "how important to your overall ministry?"
questions in Sections Three and Four of the "Selected Wesleyan Pastors Survey ,"
The data were secured by tabulating the responses of the pastors of growing
churches to those questions on the questionnaire. The data were interpreted by
calculating the mean level of importance (from "1" meaning "minimally
important" to "5" meaning "extremely important").
The fifth research question was to determine if significant differences exist
between the time usage patterns and task prioritization of the ftill time pastors of
growing Wesleyan churches and the time usage patterns and task prioritization of
the full time pastors of plateaued and declining Wesleyan churches. The data
needed to answer this question were found in all of the pastors' responses to the
questions in Sections Two, Three, and Four of the "Selected Wesleyan Pastors
Survey." The data were secured by tabulating the pastors' responses to those
questions on the questionnaire. The data were interpreted by comparing and
contrasting the differences between the pastors of the growing churches and the
pastors of the plateaued/declining churches in the total number of hours worked,
number ofhours devoted to each pastoral task, number ofhours devoted to each
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activity of personal development, and level of importance given to each task and
activity. T-tests were run in order to determine if any differences between the two
groups were statistically significant. The null hypothesis in each case was that
there would be no significant difference between the two groups.
The sixth research question was to determine if selected demographic
factors have an impact on the pastor's use of time. The data needed to answer this
question were found in the pastors' responses to the questions in Section One of
the "Selected Wesleyan Pastor's Survey." The data were secured by accurately
tabulating the pastors' responses to those questions on the questionnaire. The data
were interpreted by using chi-square and t-tests to see if the demographic factors
did have a statistically significant impact on church growth.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to detennine what pastoral time usage
patterns are most conducive to church growth. This chapter will report the data
gathered from the completed study and thereby provide answers to the six research
questions regarding pastoral time usage and church growth.
Participant Response
Eighty-two churches qualified for this study as growing churches, and
surveys were sent to eighty-one of those churches. One church was not included
in the study because of the researcher's personal knowledge of a pastoral change
there within the last two years, thus rendering the pastor ineligible due to lack of
sufficient tenure at that church. Of those eighty-one surveys, fifty-six were
completed and returned, yielding a return rate among pastors of growing churches
of 69 percent. Of the fifty-six surveys that were returned, eleven were excluded
from the study because the pastor had been at the church less than four years! The
elimination of these surveys left a final sample of forty-five pastors of growing
churches.
One hundred forty-four churches qualified for this study as
plateaued/declining churches, and surveys were sent to 132 of those churches.
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Twelve churches did not receive surveys (nine because denominational records
showed no current pastor, two due to the researcher's personal knowledge of
recent pastoral changes, and one due to the researcher's inability to find a correct
address). Of those 132 surveys sent to the pastors of plateaued/declining churches,
seventy-four were completed and returned yielding a return rate of 56 percent. Of
the seventy-four surveys that were returned, forty-two had to be excluded from the
study (forty-one because the pastor had been at the church less than four years and
one because the pastor was bi-vocational). The elimination of these surveys left a
final sample of thirty-two pastors of plateaued/declining churches.
A total of 226 churches thus qualified for the study as either growing or
plateaued/declining. Surveys were sent to 21 3 of those churches, with 1 30
completed and returned by the pastor (an aggregate response rate of 61 percent).
Of those 1 30 returned surveys, seventy-seven were able to be used for the study-
forty-five pastors ofgrowing churches and thirty-two pastors of
plateaued/declining churches. Table 1 summarizes this participant response.
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Table 1
Participant Response
Growing Plateaued/
Declining
Total
Churches in population 82 144 226
Surveys sent 81 132 213
Surveys returned 56 74 130
Surveys eliminated
Lack of tenure 11 41 52
Bivocational pastor 0 1 42
Usable surveys 45 32 77
Demographic Profile of Study Participants
The seventy-seven pastors included in this study had a mean age of forty-
seven years old, with a range from twenty-nine to seventy-one years. The group
was remarkably homogenous in terms of gender and marital status; seventy-six of
the seventy-seven (99 percent) were married men; one participant was a single
woman. Their mean length of time in pastoral ministry was twenty-one years, with
a range from six to fifty years. Their mean tenure at their present church was ten
years, with a range from four to fifty years. Mean Sunday morning worship
attendance was 154, with a range from sixty-five to 515 (a few churches fell below
the 75 mark or climbed above the 300 mark due to their decline or growth over the
six years ofThe Wesleyan Church's study). These pastors were generally well-
educated; 87 percent had completed at least a baccalaureate degree and 42 percent
had completed at least one graduate degree. More lived in the midwest (34
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percent) than in any other geographic region. Other geographic regions were
represented as follows: southeast (22 percent), northeast (19 percent), Canada (8
percent), and pacific southwest (6 percent). None were from the pacific northwest.
More than a third (38 percent) served churches in towns with less than 25,000
people, with 29 percent living in cities, 17 percent in suburbs, and 17 percent in
rural areas.
Notes on Presentation of Answers to Research Questions
For the sake of precision and clarity, findings are presented according to the
five research questions. However, the heart of the study is found in the answer to
research question #5 and all of the data contained in the answers to research
questions one through four can also be found in the section detailing research
question #5.
Hours Devoted to Ministry
The first research question was "How many hours per week do the full time
pastors ofgrowing Wesleyan churches devote to their ministry?" The responses
of the 45 pastors of growing churches yielded the following data: 52.56 mean
hours worked per week, with a standard deviation (S.D.) of 9.86.
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Hours Devoted to Various Tasks
The second research question asked "How much time do the full time
pastors ofgrowing Wesleyan Churches devote to each of the various types of
pastoral tasks?" Table 2 reports the data that comprise the answer to that question
(sample size-45).
Table 2
Pastors ofGrowing Churches:
Hours Worked per Week on Various Pastoral Tasks
Pastoral Task Mean S.D.
Preachmg and teaching 14.71 6.31
Pastoral care 10.96 6.55
Administration 10.78 6.61
Leadership 5.80 4.48
Personal evangelism 2.80 2.49
Denominational/district involvement 1.96 1.49
Community involvement 1.73 2.10
Other 5.17 3.54
No pastoral tasks were mentioned consistently in the category termed "other."
Hours Devoted to Personal Renewal
The third research question was to find out how much time per week the
full time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches devote to each of several types of
activities of personal renewal and development. With the same sample size of
forty-five, the following table reports the answer to this research question.
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Table 3
Pastors ofGrowing Churches:
Hours Devoted per Week to Activities of Personal Development
Activity of Personal Development Mean S.D.
Marriage and family 17.81 8.96
Personal spiritual disciplines 8.53 4.82
Intellectual development 4.46 3.13
Physical exercise 3.16 2.44
Prioritization ofTasks
The fourth research question was to determine how the fiill time pastors of
growing Wesleyan churches prioritize the various kmds of pastoral responsibilities
in which they engage. Table 4 reports the mean level of importance (1 minimally
important; 2 somewhat important; 3 important; 4 very important; 5 extremely
important) and standard deviation given to each pastoral task. Sample size was 45.
Table 4
Pastors ofGrowing Churches:
Level of Importance Given to Pastoral Tasks
Pastoral Task Mean S.D.
Preaching and teaching 4.70 .46
Leadership 4.20 .82
Personal evangelism 3.84 .97
Pastoral Care 3.74 .84
Administration 3.00 .82
Denom. /district involvement 2.48 .92
Community involvement 2.36 1.12
Other 3.33 1.33
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Table 5 reports the mean level of importance (using the same Likert scale as
Table 4) and standard deviation given to each activity of personal development.
Sample size was once again 45.
Table 5
Pastors ofGrowing Churches;
Level of Importance Given to Activities of Personal Development
Activity of Personal Development Mean S.D.
Marriage and family 4.69 .64
Personal spiritual disciplines 4.67 .81
Intellectual development 3.95 .70
Physical exercise 3.51 1.01
Differences Between Pastors ofGrowing and Non-Growmg Churches
The fifth research question formed the heart of this study and asks if
significant differences exist between the time usage patterns and task prioritization
of the full time pastors of growing Wesleyan churches and the time usage patterns
and task prioritization of the full time pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan
churches. The null hypothesis in each case was that there would be no significant
difference between the two groups.
The forty-five pastors ofgrowing Wesleyan churches reported an average
work week of 52.56 hours, as compared to 48.34 hours per week for the thirty-two
pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches. F-tests were done on the two
groups in order to determine if the amount of variance within the groups was
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similar. These tests yielded the following results: F-value = 1 .8619; p < .07 The
variances between the two groups were thus dissimilar, with the greater variance
occurring among the pastors of growing churches. Due to the dissimilarity in
variance, an unpaired t-test was conducted on the two groups in order to detennine
if the difference in means between the two groups was statistically significant.
Table 6 reports these results.
Table 6
Mean Hours Worked per Week
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Pastors of growing
churches
n = 45
Pastors of plateaued/declining
churches
n = 32
t
52.56 48.34 2.16 .01*
The difference in mean hours worked per week between pastors of growing
churches and pastors of plateaued/declining churches was thus statistically
significant. Consistent with what was leamed in the literature review, the pastors
of growing Wesleyan churches do work more hours m an average week than the
pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches.
How does the amount of time devoted to each pastoral task by the pastors of
growing Wesleyan churches compare and contrast with the amount of time
devoted to those same tasks by the pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan
churches? Each of the seven pastoral tasks included in the survey was isolated and
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statistical studies were done on each. Initially, F-tests were conducted for each
pastoral task to determine if the amount of variance between the groups was
similar. For two pastoral tasks, the F-test revealed significant dissimilarity in
variance between the two groups: leadership (F-value = 2.30; p < .02) and
district/denominafional involvement (F-value = 2.29; p < .01). As a result,
unpaired t-tests were conducted to compare the mean hours worked for these two
tasks. For the remaining five pastoral tasks, the F-test revealed that the variances
within the two groups were similar. For these five pastoral tasks, general t-tests
were conducted to compare the mean number of hours devoted to that task by
pastors ofgrowing churches with the mean number of hours devoted to that task
by pastors of plateaued/declining churches. Table 7 reports the results of these t-
tests.
Table 7
Mean Hours Devoted to Each Pastoral Task
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors of Plateaued/Declining Churches
Pastors of growing
churches
Pastors of non-
growing churches
t
Preaching 14.71 12.81 1.26 .11
Pastoral care 10.96 10.71 .15 .44
Administration 10.78 9.81 .64 .26
Leadership 5.80 3.39 2.81 .003*
Personal evangelism 2.80 2.23 .99 .16
Denominational/
district involvement
1.96 2.10 .31 .38
Community
involvement
1.73 1.93 .42 .34
Other 5.17 5.55 .28 .39
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The differences in mean hours worked per week between the two groups were
statistically insignificant for every task but one: leadership. The pastors of growing
churches reported that they devoted significantly more time to the task of
leadership than did the pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches.
The relationship between the amount of time pastors ofgrowing churches
devote to activities of personal renewal and the amount of time devoted to those
activities by pastors of plateaued/declining churches was also studied. F-tests
were conducted for each activity of development to determine if the amount of
variance within the two groups is similar For three of the four activities of
personal development, the F-test revealed significant dissimilarity in variance
between the two groups: intellectual development (F-value = 2.05; p < .03),
physical exercise (F-value = 1 .73; p < .09), and marriage and family time (F-value
= 1 .97; p < .04). As a result, unpaired t-tests were conducted on these activities of
personal development to see if the differences in means were statistically
significant. The F-test that compared the amount of variance between the two
groups for time devoted to spiritual disciplines showed that the amount of variance
was similar. A general t-test was therefore conducted to compare the means for t
his activity. The results of these t-tests are displayed in Table 8.
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Table 8
Mean Hours Devoted to Personal Development
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Pastors of growing
churches
n = 45
Pastors of non-growing
churches
n=32
t
Marriage/family 17.82 15.19 1.01 .16
Spiritual disciplines 8.53 7.09 1.30 .10
Intellectual development 4.46 4.84 .41 .34
Physical exercise 3.16 3.19 .04 .48
The pastors of growing churches did devote more time to spiritual disciplines and
marriage/family than did the pastors of plateaued/declining churches. However,
the t-test revealed that neither one of these time differences was statistically
significant.
Statistical studies were conducted to determine if there was any significant
difference in the level of importance given to various pastoral tasks by the pastors
of growing churches vis a vis the level of importance given to those same tasks by
the pastors of plateaued/declining churches. F-tests were used to determine the
relationship between the amount of variance for the two groups. For the following
pastoral tasks, the amount of variance was found to be similar: pastoral care,
leadership, administration, personal evangelism, community involvement,
denominational/district, and other. For these seven task areas, general t-tests were
conducted in order to determine the relationship between the means of the two
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groups. The F-test revealed a significant amount of dissimilarity in variance for
one task area: preaching/teaching (F-value = 1.79; p < .07). Consequently, an
unpaired t-test was conducted to compare the means between the two groups for
this task. The results of these t-tests are displayed in Table 9.
Table 9
Mean Level of Importance ofPastoral Tasks
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Pastors of growing
churches
Pastors of non-growing
churches
t
Preaching/teaching 4.70 4.56 1.09 .14
Leadership 4.20 3.61 2.87 .003*
Personal evangelism 3.84 3.55 1.23 .11
Pastoral care 3.74 3.81 .34 .37
Administration 3.00 2.68 1.79 .04*
Denominational/
district involvement
2.48 2.41 .31 .38
Community involvement 2.36 2.41 .22 .41
Other 3.33 3.00 .07 .47
The t-tests revealed two pastoral tasks where the difference in mean between the
two groups of pastors was statistically significant: leadership and administration.
For both of these pastoral tasks, the pastors of growing churches ranked them
significantly higher in importance than did the pastors of plateaued/declining
churches. For the remaining pastoral tasks, the difference in mean importance was
statistically insignificant.
The final portion of the fifth research question was to determine if there is
any significant difference in the mean level of importance given to activifies of
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personal renewal by the two groups of pastors. F-tests were used to determine the
relationship between the amount of variance in the two groups. For the personal
development activities of spiritual disciplines, physical exercise, and
marriage/family, the amount of variance between the two groups was similar. A
general t-test was thus conducted to compare the mean level of importance for
these three activities. The F-test revealed a significant amount of variance
dissimilarity for the personal development activity of intellectual development (F-
value = 2. 14, p < .02). An unpaired t-test was conducted to compare the means for
this activity. The results of these t-tests are displayed in Table 10.
Table 10
Mean Level of Importance ofDevelopment Activities
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors of Plateaued/Declining Churches
Pastors of growing
churches
Pastors of non-growing
churches
t
Marriage/family 4.69 4.52 1.12 .13
Spiritual disciplines 4.67 4.65 .17 .43
Intellectual development 3.95 3.65 1.44 .08
Physical exercise 3.51 3.03 1.78 .04*
The t-tests demonstrated that the mean levels of importance were essentially the
same for three of these activities (spiritual disciplines, intellectual development,
and marriage/family). The difference m means was statistically significant only for
physical exercise, with the pastors ofgrowing churches giving that activity greater
importance.
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Demographic Factors
The final research question asked if demographic factors had any significant
impact on church growth. T-tests were used to compare the means of the
demographic variables with numeric values. The results of those tests are
displayed in Table 1 1 .
Table 1 1
Demographic Variables with Numeric Values
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Pastors of growing
churches
Pastors of non-
growing churches
t
Age 44.71 50.03 2.45 .008*
Years in pastoral
ministry
19.06 23.68 2.09 .02*
Years at present
church
9.67 11.31 1.10 .14
Sunday morning
worship attendance
180 118 3.70 .0002*
The t-tests revealed three demographic variables where a significant statistical
difference existed between the two groups of pastors. First, the pastors of growing
churches were significantly younger than the pastors of plateaued/declining
churches. Second, the pastors of growing churches have been in the pastoral
ministry significantly fewer years than the pastors of plateaued/declining churches.
This finding makes logical sense given the younger age of the pastors of growing
churches. And third, Sunday morning worship attendance was significantly higher
at growing churches than it was at plateaued/declining churches.
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The chi-square test was used to determine if the demographic factors
without numeric values were significantly different between the two groups of
pastors. The results of those tests are displayed in Tables 1 2 through 1 6.
Table 12
Highest Educational Degree Earned
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Highest degree earned Pastors of growing churches Pastors of non-growing churches
High School 3 4
Associates Degree 3 0
Bachelor of Arts/Science 19 16
Master of Arts/Science 9 7
Master ofDivinity 7 4
Doctoral Degree 4 1
No significant differences were observed between growing and non-growing
churches with regard to the educational level of the pastor.
Table 13
Church Location
Pastors of growing churches vs. pastors of plateaued/declining churches
Church location Pastors of growing churches Pastors of non-growing churches
City 13 9
Rural 7 6
Suburbs 9 4
Village 16 13
No significant differences were observed between growing and non-growing
churches with regard to church location.
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Table 14
Paid Staff Size
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Paid staff size Pastors of growing churches Pastors of non-growing churches
None 15 8
Secretarial staff only 5 9
Ministerial staff only 3 2
Both 22 13
No significant differences were observed between growing and non-growing
churches based on paid staff size.
Table 15
Geographic Region
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Geographic region Pastors of growing churches Pastors of non-growing churches
Northeast 6 9
Southeast 6 11
Midwest 24 10
Pacific Southwest 4 1
Pacific Northwest 0 0
Canada 5 1
The chi-square value is 10.4 with a probability of .03. The statistical difference
between the two groups of pastors with regard to geographic region was thus
significant. Growing Wesleyan churches seemed to be more prevalent in the
midwest, pacific southwest, and Canada. They were less prevalent in the
northeastern and southeastern United States.
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Table 16
Population Trend
Pastors ofGrowing Churches vs. Pastors ofPlateaued/Declining Churches
Population
trend
Pastors of growing
churches
Pastors of non-growing
churches
Growing 28 14
Stable 14 14
Declining 3 4
No significant differences were observed between growing and non-growing
churches with regard to population trend.
Summary
Chapter four outlined several significant statistical findings. First, the
pastors ofgrowing Wesleyan churches worked more hours per week than the
pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches. Second, the pastoral task of
leadership was given more time per week by these pastors ofgrowing churches
than it was by the pastors of plateaued/declining churches. Third, the pastors of
growing churches gave greater priority to both leadership and administration than
did the pastors of plateaued/declining churches. Fourth, the pastors of
plateaued/declining churches viewed physical exercise as less important than did
the pastors ofgrowing churches. Fifth, the pastors of growing churches were
younger and had been in the ministry fewer years than the pastors of
plateaued/declining churches. Sixth, greater numbers of growing churches were
found in the midwest. Pacific southwest, and Canada. Seventh, the churches that
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were growing were larger than the churches that were plateaued/declining. These
findings will be discussed and developed in chapter five.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the study, discusses the major findings
of the study and their implications, presents the limitations of the study, and
suggests possibilities for fiiture research.
Summary of the Study
A survey of relevant literature was conducted in order to anchor this study
within what was already known about pastoral time usage and church growth.
Three fields of literature were consulted: pastoral theology, church growth
literature, and leadership literature. This research led to the development of a
model for pastoral time usage that was consistent with all three fields of thought.
The model divided the pastoral role into four components. The first three
components of this model were pastoral task areas: the prophefic ministry of
preaching and teaching, the priestly role of pastoral care and relationship-building,
and the kingly ministry of leadership. The fourth component of this model
consisted of the platform upon which those tasks are performed: responsible self-
care in the areas of spiritual growth, intellectual development, physical exercise,
and family nurturing.
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From this model for pastoral time usage patterns, a researcher-designed
survey was developed that asked pastors about their use of time. This survey was
sent to 21 3 Wesleyan pastors whose churches qualified for this study as either
growing churches or plateaued/declining churches. Of the 130 surveys that were
returned, seventy-seven were able to be used for the study-forty-five pastors of
growing churches and thirty-two pastors of plateaued/declining churches. The
survey responses of these two groups of pastors provided the data for this study.
Major Findings and Implications
The literature review suggested that the task of leading a church to growth
calls for a significant investment of time by the pastor. The findings of this study
support that belief, as the pastors of growing Wesleyan churches work an average
of 52.5 hours per week. The average number of hours worked per week by the
pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches was only 48.3. Since the
difference between those two figures is statistically significant, a willingness to
work longer hours is apparently part of the price a pastor must pay if he or she
desires the church to grow m size; these men and women are willing to pay that
price. Also contributing to this need to work more hours is the fact that even
though the growing churches were significantly larger than the plateaued/declining
churches (1 80 versus 1 1 8 in morning worship), there is no significant difference in
staff size between the two groups of churches. The responsibilities of leading a
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larger church without a commensurate increase in staff size could certainly require
a pastor to work longer hours.
However, in spite of the long hours these pastors of growing churches
devote to the pastoral ministry, they are apparently unwilling to allow their pastoral
responsibilities to undermine the time they give to other important aspects of life.
For example, they saw time for marriage and family as extremely important (4.7 on
a scale of 1 to 5) and devoted significant amounts of time (1 7.8 hours per week) to
these family relationships. Further, they devoted just as much time to the areas of
responsible self-care as did the pastors of plateaued/declining churches. They
therefore seem to be able to manage their time in such a way as to balance both the
heavy time demands of the ministry and their need to care for themselves. And it
may be that their ability to maintain sufficient time for responsible self-care
enhances their effectiveness in ministry.
The pastors ofgrowing churches clearly saw the prophetic ministry of
preaching and teaching as central to their pastoral responsibilities. The
preaching/teaching task received more time in an average week (14.7 hours) than
did any other task, and was also rated as more important than any other task (4.7
on a scale of 1 to 5). The literature review found that pastoral theology
consistently places proclamation at the center of the pastoral task and that church
grovs^h theory reaffirms its importance; the time usage patterns of these pastors of
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growing Wesleyan churches support those understandings of proclamation's
importance.
Each of the three major components of the pastoral task (prophet, priest,
and king) received significant time each week fi-om the pastors of growing
Wesleyan churches. The prophetic ministry of preaching and teaching received an
average of 14.7 hours per week, the priestly ministry of pastoral care received an
average of 1 1 hours per week, and the kingly ministry of leadership and
administration received an average of 1 6.6 hours per week. This finding enhances
the validity of the prophet, priest and king model, and may suggest that
effectiveness in ministry is at least partially due to one's attention to all three of
these important areas. It may also suggest the importance of balance in the pastor's
use of time. Ail essential pastoral funcfions must be given adequate time; none can
be neglected.
Did the pastors ofgrowing churches use their time differently than the
pastors of plateaued/declining churches? In addifion to finding that pastors of
growing churches work more hours than the pastors of plateaued/declining
churches, this study also discovered one pastoral task to which the pastors of
growing churches devote significantly more time than do the pastors of
plateaued/declining churches. That pastoral task is leadership. While the pastors
of plateaued/declining churches reported an average of 3.4 hours per week given
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to leadership, the pastors of growing churches reported an average of 5.8 hours per
week given to leadership.
This finding is consistent with what is being said by many church growth
experts and leadership theorists: leadership is a pivotal task which demands that
sufficient time and attention be given to it. The pastors of growing churches
apparently understand this, and give greater amounts of time to the tasks of
leadership (strategic planning, vision casting, developing a team, etc.) than do the
pastors of plateaued/declining churches. Interestingly, the pastors ofgrowing
churches rated the task of leadership as significantly more important (4.2 on a
scale of 1 to 5) than did the pastors of plateaued/declining churches (3.6 on a scale
of 1 to 5). Based, then, on both the amount of time given to it and the importance
ascnbed to it, leadership was clearly seen as a more important task by the pastors
of growing churches. One might tentatively conclude, then, that increased pastoral
attention to leadership issues may facilitate church growth. Much literature
supports this conclusion, and the thoughtful pastor would do well to reflect on its
implications for his or her own ministiy and time usage patterns.
On a related note, this study discovered that the pastors ofgrowing
churches saw the task ofadministration as more important to their overall ministry
(3.0 on a scale of 1 to 5) than did the pastors of plateaued/declining churches (2.68
on a scale of 1 to 5). This finding suggests again that these pastors of growing
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churches place greater emphasis on the managerial, executive side of the ministry
than did the pastors of plateaued/declining churches.
This study did not reveal any other significant differences between the two
groups of pastors in the amount of time given to various pastoral tasks. With the
exception of the time given to leadership, the time usage patterns of the two groups
of pastors were quite similar. Ofparticular interest to me is the fact that there was
not a greater disparity between the two groups of pastors regarding time given to
personal evangelism. One might think that an unusual level of pastoral
commitment to personal evangelism would be a critical variable in facilitating
church growth. Based on this research, however, that is apparently not the case.
Why not? The answer may be found in the discrepancy between the two groups
with regard to leadership. Although these pastors of growing churches do not
personally spend any more time .in evangelism than the pastors of
plateaued/declining churches, perhaps they use their leadership skills to motivate
and equip the entire church for the evangelistic task. Another more troubling
possiblity is that the growth these congregations experienced was not conversion
growth; perhaps it was biological or transfer growth -- growth that does not depend
on an evangelistic emphasis. Further study is warranted here.
As mentioned earlier, this study also did not reveal any significant
differences in the amount of time devoted to activities of personal development.
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The pastors ofboth growing churches and plateaued/declining churches report
spending large amounts of time with their spouse and/or children. The literature
review emphasized the importance of pastoral faithfulness to his or her own family,
and it is encouraging to see that both groups of pastors apparently see that as a
priority. Similarly, both groups of pastors spend approximately equal amounts of
time in the spiritual disciplines (8 .5 hours per week for pastors of growing
churches; 7. 1 hours per week for pastors of plateaued/declining churches) and see
this time as extremely important (4.7 on a scale from one to five for both groups).
So while the church growth theorists emphasize that the pastors of growing
churches are faithful in prayer, there is no evidence from this study that they pray
more than the pastors of plateaued/declining churches do. The literature review
established that prayer is critically important in the life of the pastor, and both
groups of pastors seem to understand and live according to that reality. This fact
may serve to assuage some of the guilt that pastors of plateaued/declining churches
sometimes feel due to their belief that that their churches do not grow because of
their own lack of spiritual devotion or dependence upon God. No evidence for that
perception arises from this study.
The only personal development difference between the two groups of
pastors was that the pastors of growing Wesleyan churches rated physical exercise
as more important (3 .5 on a scale of I to 5) than did the pastors of
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plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches (3.0 on a scale of 1 to 5). This finding
could relate to the fact that the pastors of growing churches work longer hours and
thus have a greater need for the vigor and stamina that exercise provides. Another.
possibility is that the greater emphasis on exercise relates to the fact that the
growing church pastors were younger and simply more active in various kinds of
exercise.
Why were the differences in time usage patterns between the two groups
not more pronounced? The overall similarity would seem to suggest that while
pastoral time usage is one factor in church growth (perhaps especially in the areas
of number of hours worked and leadership), it is only one. Many other factors also
play a role in determining a pastor's effectiveness in facilitating church growth.
Those other factors could include (but certainly are not limited to) the pastor's
level of giftedness, the congregation's level of giftedness and commitment, the
"fit" between church and pastor, demographic issues, provision for and quality of
staff, and the providence ofGod. Church grovv1:h is never simple enough to ascribe
to any one factor; many components must come together for the expansion of the
local church to take place. It is also possible that the time usage differences were
not more pronounced due to the fact that all of the studied churches were in a
similar size range (seventy-five to 300 in morning worship). The time usage
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differences might become more acute as these growing churches grow beyond the
500 level and the pastors assume a more executive, managerial style.
The demographic portion of this study attempted to discover to what extent
demographic variables might play a part in church growth. The demographic
profiles of the two groups of pastors were different at three points. First, the
pastors of growing Wesleyan churches were significantly younger and have been
in the ministry fewer years than the pastors of plateaued/declining Wesleyan
churches. Three possible explanations for this finding come to mind. First, since
the emphasis on church growth is a relatively recent phenomenon (with
widespread acceptance and emphasis beginning in the 1970's), perhaps older
pastors are less likely to see church growth as an important goal for which to strive.
Second, since the emphasis on leadership in pastoral ministry is an even more
recent phenomenon and since this study shows that pastoral attention to leadership
is an important factor in church growth, perhaps younger pastors are more likely to
pay attention to those leadership issues that are effective in leading a church to
growth. Third, since this study shows that the time demands for leading a church
to growth are significant, perhaps younger pastors are physically more able to
devote the long hours required.
A second demographic factor which seems to be a factor in church growth
is the size of the church, with growing Wesleyan churches being significantly
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larger than plateaued/declining Wesleyan churches (average Sunday morning
worship attendance of 1 80 and 1 1 8 respectively). Two possible explanations for
this finding seem possible. First, church grovs^th will obviously result in a church
becoming larger. It only stands to reason, then, that growing churches would tend
to be larger than plateaued/declining churches. Larger size is the natural effect of
church growth. It also seems possible, secondly, that larger size could also be a
cause of church growth, i.e. a condifion that facilitates church growth. Since a
larger church is often able to provide more and higher-quality services and
programs than a smaller church and since people often make church decisions with
a consumer mindset, it is possible that the larger church is more able to attract new
people than the smaller church.
A third demographic factor impacting church growth in this study was
geographic location. Growing churches were more prevalent in three areas: the
midwest, pacific southwest, and Canada. The presence ofThe Wesleyan Church's
International Headquarters and largest pastoral training institution (Indiana
Wesleyan University) in Indiana present a number of possibilities for the greater
concentration of growing churches in the midwest: greater opportunities for
networking with denominational leaders, more opportunities for education and
equipping, and greater name recognition in the community for their churches. The
prevalence of growing Wesleyan Churches in the pacific southwest could be
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attributed to rapid population growth in that area, although the survey question
related to population trends did not find that population growth was a significant
factor leading to church growth. The greater number of growing Wesleyan
churches in Canada could be related to unique Canadian models of pastoral
education, different perceptions of pastoral leadership, or unique cultural factors
present in Canada.
These findings on pastoral time usage patterns and demographic factors
impacting church growth suggest that The Wesleyan Church would do well to
provide training for pastors in this important area. Such training could include
segments on:
I . the reality of the heavy time demands of the ministry, along with
suggestions for managing those time demands,
2. the necessity ofgiving adequate time to all essential pastoral tasks and
striving for balance among tasks as opposed to excessive emphasis on one,
3. the important place of leadership in the pastoral ministry, along with
practical helps for developing and implementing particular leadership skills,
4. the value of activities of personal development and suggestions for
developing the practice of those activities in a time effective manner,
5. debunking the notion that the pastors of growing churches are more
spiritual than the pastors of plateaued/declining churches, and
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6. suggestions for facilitating church growth when ministering with the
unique limitations of the smaller congregation.
Perhaps the denomination also needs to consider some kind of equipping or
traming that is designed specifically to address the unique needs of the older
pastor.
Limitations of the Study
The findings of this study were limited in generalizability by a number of
factors. First, this study was conducted only among pastors in The Wesleyan
Church. Since the goyemmental structure and culture of The Wesleyan Church
could have an impact on how pastors use their time, similar studies in other
denominations would need to be conducted in order to overcome this limitation.
Second, this particular study was limited by the size of the sample. While a sample
size of seventy-seven is sufficient to discover stafistically significant findings, a
larger study would enhance the generalizability of these findings. Third, this study
used a standard of church growth (i.e. an increase in Sunday morning attendance
in at least four of six years) that was detennined by the earlier study conducted by
The Wesleyan Church. Other standards of church growth (e.g. requiring a certain
percentage of attendance growth) might have yielded different results. A fourth
limitation of this study is the fact that it was based on the pastor's recollection of
his or her use of time. The level of accuracy with which pastors perceive and
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recall their use of time might vary from pastor to pastor. Fifth, the sample for this
study was overwhelmingly homogenous with regard to gender and marital status.
Generalizations to pastors who are female and/or single must therefore be made
very tentatively. Finally, only pastors whose churches averaged between 75 and
300 in Sunday morning attendance were included in this study. The findings thus
have limited generalizability for pastors of churches either larger or smaller than
those studied.
Suggestions for Future Studv
Further studies that address each of the limitations listed above would be
helpfiil. First, studies conducted with pastors fi^om other denominations would
determine the extent to which these findings are shaped by the Wesleyan context.
Second, a study conducted with a larger sample would improve generalizability.
Third, studies using other definitions of church growth would be helpfiil. Fourth,
in order to eliminate the need for the pastors to base their survey answers on
recollection, a study could be done which asks the pastors to keep an hourly log of
actual time usage. Studies done with larger percentages of clergywomen and
single pastors, as well as studies conducted with smaller churches (less than 75 in
attendance) and larger churches (more than 300 in attendance) would also be
beneficial. Fifth, studies that investigate the types of growth experienced by these
congregations (e.g. conversion, biological, transfer) and their evangelistic
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Strategies would identify the ways in which effective congregational evangelism is
taking place. Finally, additional studies involving this particular group of pastors
would be helpful. Interviews with these pastors could be conducted to see if the
data fi-om this study is consistent with their personal expenence in the ministry.
Studies could be done to determine what other factors contribute to their church's
growth or lack ofgrowth (e.g. the preaching styles of each pastor could be studied,
laypersons in each church could be surveyed in order to receive their assessment of
factors leading to growth or inhibiting growth, etc.). Such studies would help
pastors gain greater insight into the components that lead to church growth and
give pastors greater skill in their ongoing efibrts to use their time most effectively.
Conclusion
Several participants in this study made comments on their survey form
which indicate how acutely they feel the pressure of the clock. These comments
highlight some of the human realities behind the mountain of facts and figures.
After indicating that he spent three hours a week in personal spiritual disciplines, a
young pastor in his twenties wrote: "I really struggle in finding personal time for
this. I know it and am trying to work on it." A middle-aged pastor of a large and
growing church indicated that he spends significant amounts of time on his
church's building program, and then wrote: "hopefully this is not permanent." A
middle-aged pastor of a much smaller church wrote: "Family time is difficult to
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find, but my wife and I are working together at this." Perhaps most poignantly of
all, an elderly pastor indicated that he spends one hour per week m personal
evangelism and then wrote simply: "I am ashamed."
These pastors struggle, as I do, with the many demands of the pastoral
ministry and attempt to balance all of those demands in the most effective way.
While this study has not begun to answer all the questions that we ask as we try to
do that, I trust it has provided some helpfiil guidance. We have leamed that the
heavy time demands of the ministry are real-especially ifwe want to lead our
church to growth. We have leamed that we must be prophets, priests, and kings-
giving proper attention to each of these critical functions. We have leamed that
we must give special attention to our role as leaders and devote ourselves to the
leadership role with new levels of passion and effectiveness. We have leamed that
we must not allow our ministry involvement to undermine those areas where we
need to exercise responsible self-care. And we have leamed that the growth of a
congregation is a complex matter; even a factor as important as the pastor's use of
time does not account entirely for a church's growth or lack of growth.
As we continue in our ministries, we can be assured that our to-do lists will
continue to be our constant companions. We will continue to live with the
fmstrating reality that there is always more work to do than there is fime to do it.
We will continue to feverishly spin too many plates. Yet may we do so with the
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assurance that God works in us and through us. May we do so with the confidence
that He will grant us wisdom. And may we do so with a continual desire to make
the most of every opportunity we are given-always looking to redeem the time.
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COVER LETTER SENT BY RESEARCHER
3355 Middle Cheshire Road
Canandaigua, NY 14424
May 27, 1996
Dear
You are one of 220 Wesleyan pastors who have been selected to participate in an
important new study. The purposes of the study are to determine how we as
Wesleyan pastors allocate our time among the many responsibilities we have, how
we prioritize our tasks, and to see what differences in time usage patterns might
exist among us. I hope it will generate findings that will be insightful and helpful
for all Wesleyan pastors.
Enclosed with this letter you will find a survey that asks you some questions about
your use of time. Will you please assist this study by taking approximately ten
minutes to complete and return the survey? Your response within two weeks will
be greatly appreciated, and a self-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed for your
convenience.
Please notice that your response will be entirely anonymous. Your name or church
name does not appear anywhere on the survey. Note also that the survey is
printed on both sides of the paper.
As a small expression ofmy thanks for your participation in this study, I would like
to send you a summary of the findings of this study. If you would like to receive
those findings, simply write your name and address on the enclosed self-addressed
stamped postcard and mail it to me. Please be sure to mail it separately from the
survey so that your anonymity will be maintained.
Thank you for giving some of your valuable time to this study, and may God
continue to bless you in your ministry.
Yours in Him,
Rev. Jack Connell
Canandaigua Wesleyan Church
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COVER LETTER FROM WESLEYAN DENOMINATION
April 26, 1996
Dear Pastor:
Jack Connell is a Wesleyan minister from Canandaigua, New York who is doing a
research project regarding the impact of pastoral time management on church
gro\A'th. His findings will become part of a doctoral dissertation that I believe will
yield some important insights for the church at large.
I would like to ask you to help Jack by completing the enclosed survey and
returning it to him today. A few minutes of your tiime will make a valuable
contribution to this worthy effort.
Thank you in advance for your input.
Yours in Christ,
Jerry Pence
Director ofChurch Growth
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SELECTED WESLEYANPASTORS' SURVEY
Directions: After some initial questions about demographics, this survey asks you
a number ofdifferent questions about the way you use your time. With an average
or typical week in mind, please answer each question as accurately and precisely as
you can. You may need to think through a typical week and do some tallying and
calculating. Please be mindful of the temptation you may face to report what you
think you should do in a particular area or what you would like to do. Please
report only actual use of time. Your personal response will remain anonymous.
L DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Your age:
Gender: M F
Marital status: Married Single
Employment status: Bivocational Full time pastor
Number of years in pastoral ministry:
Number of years at your present church:
Average Sunday morning worship attendance:
Highest educational degree earned:
High School
Associates Degree
Bachelor ofArts/Bachelor ofScience
Master ofArts/Master of Science
Master ofDivinity
Doctoral Degree
Location of church:
Rural
Village or town (less than 25,000 pop.)
Suburbs
City (25,000+ pop.)
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Paid staff size
none
secretarial help only
secretarial help and ministry staff
Geographic region
Midwest Pacific southwest
Northeast Southeast
Pacific northwest Canada
Population trend of your area:
Growing
Stable
Declining
Unsure
II. AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED
In the space provided below, please indicate how many hours in an average week
you devote to the fiilfilling ofyour pastoral responsibilities. Please write one
number only (e.g. 38), not a range (e.g. 35-40). Include time for pastoral tasks
only; do NOT include time given to activities of personal and spiritual enrichment
(e.g. devotions, reading), since those activities will be covered m another section
of this survey.
Average number of hours worked per week:
III. AMOUNT OF TIME DEVOTED TO VARIOUS PASTORAL TASKS
For each of the pastoral tasks listed in this section, please indicate the number of
hours in an average week you devote to it. Please write one number only (e.g. 6),
not a range (e.g. 5-7). Then using the following scale, indicate from one to five
how important you believe that task is to the effectiveness of your overall ministry.
1 2 3 4 5
minimally somewhat important very extremely
important important important important
A. Preaching and teaching: study, preparation, rehearsal, delivery
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3
somewhat important
important
4 5
very extremely
important important
minimally
important
B. Pastoral care: member visitation, hospital calling, counseling, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry'!' (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
C. Leadership: defining and casting vision, strategic planning, equipping and
developing others, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry"^ (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
D. Administration: committees, paperwork, errands, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
E. Personal evangelism
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
F Community involvement: civic and service clubs, school board, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
G. Denominational and district involvement
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
H. Other significant task in your ministry: (please describe)
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
(Note: please do not worry if the hours listed in this section do not add up to the
total number hours worked in section II. This list of tasks was not intended to be
comprehensive.)
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IV. AMOUNT OF TIME DEVOTED TO PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
For each of the activities of personal renewal and development listed in this
section, please indicate the number ofhours in an average week you devote to that
activity. Please write one number only (e.g. 3), not a range (e.g. 2-4). Then using
the same scale, indicate firom one to five how important you believe that activity is
to the effectiveness of your overall ministry.
1 2 3 4 5
minimally somewhat important very extremely
important important important important
A. Personal spiritual disciplines: prayer, bible study, journalIng, meditation, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
B. Intellectual development: reading, tapes, conferences, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
C. Physical exercise: jogging, walking, biking, golf, etc.
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 12 3 4 5
D. Marriage andfamily: time spent with spouse and/or children
How many hours in an average week?
How important to your overall ministry? (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5
Thank you foryour time. Please return your completed survey in the
enclosed envelope. Ifyou wish to receive a copy of the study findings,
please return the enclosedpostcard separately.
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